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Abstract
Title: A Study of Sex Role Stereotyping Among Students of Lunenburg County High
Schools 
Author: Peter F.J. Straubel 
Date: 20 February 1992
In this study 862 students from six high schools in Lunenburg County, Nova Scotia were 
surveyed. The questionnaires were administered by guidance counsellors to a random 
sampling of grades 10,11 and 12 students in all six high schools. The survey consisted of 
72 questions which measured four attitude scales; Burt's Sex Role Stereotype Scale (SRS), 
Rubin and Peplau's Just World Scale (JWS), Burt's Adversarial Sexual Beliefs (ASB), 
and Bardis' Acceptance of Violence Scale (VS). Six of the questions solicited demographic 
information.
The results of the study showed that males had more conservative scores on the attitude 
scales than females, ie. males were more sexist, had a greater belief that the opposite sex 
was an adversary, and were more accepting of violence. In addition the study confirmed 
two hypotheses-that students who are more sexist are more inclined to be accepting of 
violence and that students who are more sexist have a greater tendancy to view the opposite 
sex as an adversary.
The results of the study also supported previous research by Martha Burt (Burt, 1980) 
which suggested that attitudes such as sex role stereotyping, adversarial sexual beliefs and 
acceptance of violence were attitudinal antecedents to female abuse.
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Introduction 
A buse of Women-A Social Problem
Educators in Nova Scotia (and elsewhere) arc concerned with the high incidence of female 
abuse that exists among adult and student populations. According to Statistics Canada 
(Chronicle-Herald,13 Oct. 1990) in 1989 more than 100 women across the country, an 
average of almost two each week, were killed by men they were still living with or had left. 
The homicide figures are just the tip of the iceberg. Underneath is a structure that is formed 
of equally startling statistics.
One in 10 Canadian women are abused in their homes and this is considered a conservative 
estimate (Labatt, 1991). The figure is probably closer to 1 in 4 (Labatt, 1991). The 
tabulated figures in Nova Scotia for abuse of Women were four times the national average, 
and the South Shore region of Nova Scotia had some of the highest figures in the province 
(Labatt, 1991). Bringing these statistics closer to home, a study was conducted for the 
Nova Scotia Advisory Council on the Status of Women in November, 1990 called Young 
Women In Nova Scotia (Day,1990), in which 1600 women students of high school age 
were interviewed. The study reported that 11 percent of young women had been sexually 
abused by their boyfriends, 18 percent had been physically assaulted, and 32 percent said 
they had suffered emotional abuse; o f  those women from the sample who had reported 
having engaged in sexual intercourse, 19 percent said they had been forced into it by their 
boyfriends, (Day, 1990).
Most recently on 15 August 1991, the CBC Radio news program, "Mainstreet" reported 
that the trend for high rates of abuse of women is continuing for 1991. From January to
June 1991 (Paquette,1991). forty women across Canada have been murdered by partners 
or spouses, including five from Nova Scotia.
It is my opinion that there is the tendancy to hide the causes for abuse of women behind 
convenient and ready-made social problems such as unemployment, poverty, drug and 
alcohol abuse, or illiteracy. The act of rationalizing this social problem is to divorce 
ourselves from the responsibility of doing something about it. Abuse of women is not a 
result of increasing unemployment or difficult economic times, nor are abusers restricted to 
lower socio-economic groups. Adverse social conditions increases the likelihood that abuse 
may occur but it is suggested by the author that social conditions are not the rcx)t of the 
cause for abuse.
I believe that attitudes are what cause men to become abusers; preconceived notions that 
women are somehow inferior, or deceitful, or "only good for certain things", or that it is 
Ok for a man to hit his wife or a boyfriend to push his girl against the locker because, after 
all, he has had a bad day. I am sure that most reasonable people feel that there is no 
justification for any person to strike a blow against another other than self defence. Why 
then do husbands, lovers and boyfriends continue to hit, insult, humiliate, manipulate, and 
even kill those women they are supposed to love? And while we as individuals have very 
little direct control over social or economic problems, we do have some control over our 
attitudes.
Martha Burt a researcher for The Urban Institute, Washington, D.C., conducted a study in 
1980 which became a sounding board for researchers of female abuse and family violence. 
Her study entitiled, "Cultural Myths and Supports for Rape", investigated the factors that 
can predict an acceptance of the "rape myth". The mind set Burt calls "rape myth" is very 
dangerous and according to her investigation is becoming more wide spread in the belief
systems of lay people and professionals who interact with rape victims and assailants 
(Burt, 1980,p.217). Examples o f rape myths are; "only bad girls get raped", "any healthy 
woman can resist a rapist if she really wants to", "women ask for it", "women 'cry rape' 
only when they've been jilted or have something to cover up", "rapists are sex 
-starved,insane, or both "(Burt, 1980,p. 217). She also goes on to report that rape myth 
acceptance effects verdicts in mock-jury rape trials (Burt,1980,p.217). Acceptance of the 
rape myth can be explained as being the belief held by an individual that somehow the 
victim of sexual violence, such as rape, is responsible in some measure for the assault. 
This is a classic case of "blaming the victim".
Burt identified several attitudes and factors that predicted the acceptance of "rape myth". 
The attitudes are sex role stereotyping, adversarial sexual beliefs, sexual conservatism, and 
acceptance of interpersonal violence (Burt, 1980). Other factors which predict rape myth are 
personality characteristics, background characteristics, and personal exposure to rape, rape 
victims, and rapists (Burt, 1980).
Bun developed a model which included all the variables that potentially affected rape myth 
acceptance (see Figure 1). All the variables appearing to the left o f a given variable were 
assumed to affect that variable causally. She then used multiple regression techniques and 
non significant paths between variables were eliminated. The data for Bun's analysis was 
collected from a random sample of 598 Minnesota adults, aged 18 years and over, during 
February-April, 1977. The interviewers who conducted the survey were women trained in 
interview techniques and who worked for the US Census Bureau,in Minnesota.
The Rape Myth Acceptance Variable was measured by a 19 item attitude scale developed by 
Burt.The Personality Variables consisted o f three variables. Own Sex Role Satisfaction 
(GSRS) was measured by a ten-iten scale developed by Bun. Self Esteem (ESTEEM) was
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measured by using Rosenberg's (1965) Self Esteem Scale, and Romantic Self Image (RSI) 
was measured by using ten items from a scale developed by (Estep, Burt &Milligan, 
1977). Burt chose these three personality variables with the logic that victim rejection 
occurs because people engage in defensive attribution. So one would expect that the more 
confident and satisfied the respondents felt about thetriselves the less rape myth aceptance. 
Of the personality variables Burt found that none of them produced a direct effect on rape 
myth acceptance and so were removed from the regression equation.
The Experiental Correlates used by the author were a selection of personal experiences of 
knowing victims or assailants, of having been a victim and having witnessed intrafamilial 
violence,and exposure to popular media treatments of sexual assault. To measure Number 
of Sexual Assault Victims Known (VICKNOWN) two questions were asked by the 
interviewers; "Have you ever known someone who was forced to engage in sex against 
their will?", and "How many sexual assault victims have you known?" The actual number 
of victims known was used as the measure if sexual assault victims known.
Three questions explored the respondents Personal Experience With Sexual Assault 
(VICSELF); "Have you ever had any one force sex on you against your will?", "Have you 
ever had anyone attempt to force sex on you, but was unsuccessful?", and "Have you ever 
had sex with someone only because you were afraid physical force would be used against 
you if you didn't go along?" If a respondent answered "yes" to the second question, 
(VICATTEM) was coded 1; otherwise it was coded 0. If a respondent answered yes to 
either the first or third question, (VICSELF) was coded 1; otherwise it was coded 0.
The Experience With Intrafamilial Violence (VIOLEXP) was measure using a 5-point scale 
(always, frequently, sometimes, rarely, never) in response to the following questions; 
"How often did your parents hit you when you were growing up?", "In your family, when
you were growing up, how often did your parents hit each other violently?". "In your 
marriage, how often does/did the husband hit the wife?".
Exposure to Media Treatments of sexual assault (MEDIA) was measured by asking the 
respondents about their exposure to television, motion pictures, dramatic, and newspaper 
treatments of rape or sexual assault. Responses were coded as 1,2,3,4. and 5 or more 
exposures.The experiential variables proved to be the least consistent and have the least 
important effect on subsequent variables.
Burt examined the attitudes towards women, or Sex Role Stereotyping (SRS) and three 
other attitudinal variables; Sexual Conservatism (CONSERV),which refers to the 
restrictions on the appropriateness of sexual partners, sexual acts, conditions or 
circumstances under which sex should occur ; Acceptance of Interpersonal Violence 
(IPVIOL),which refers to the acceptance of the use of force and coercion to gain 
compliance,especially in sexual relationships; and Adversarial Sexual Beliefs (ADVERS), 
the expectation that sexual relationships are fundamentally exploitive (Burt,1980,p.218)
Each of the four attitude variables were measured by scales developed by Burt and were 
scored on 7-point likert scales (see Method section).When the results were analysed it was 
discovered that only Sexual Conservatism failed to affect rape myth acceptance 
significantly .The three other variables were all strong predictors o f rape acceptance myth 
with acceptance of interpersonal violence being the strongest predictor.
The Background Variables used were sex , age, education and occcupational 
status.Occupational Status was measured using Duncan's (1961) Socioeconomic Status 
Index. Burt found that the older the respondent the stronger they adhered to conservative 
attitudes towards sex role stereotyping, adversarial sexual beliefs and sexual conservatism.
Occupational status and education had the opposite effect; the more educated and the higher 
the occupational status, the more liberal the attitudes on sex role stereotyping, adversarial 
.;cxual beliefs, and sexual conservatism. When the samples were split according to gender 
the results were similar.
Burl's study made two important discoveries. First, significant numbers in her sample 
believed many rape myths. Second, that their acceptance of violence against women (in this 
case specifically sexual violence) is strongly connected to deeply held and pervasive 
attitudes such as sex role stereotyping, distrust of the opposite sex (adversarial sexual 
beliefs), and acceptance of interpersonal violence.
Thus, Burt's research showed that the inclination to abuse women and the acceptance of 
abuse of women may be predicted from attitudes such as sex role stereotyping, adversarial 
sexual beliefs and acceptance of violence. In other words men who have stereotypical 
views of women, women's roles and behaviours tend to regard women in a less than 
equitable manner. Closely linked with this is the underlying belief that women are 
untrustworthy or manipulative, and the tendancy for these men to have a greater acceptance 
of violence as appropriate behaviour or in some cases, as a substitute for communication.
This research will parallel Burt's work and will attempt to examine the attitudinal 
correlates,and the experiential and cultural forces which might form the antecedants to 
female abuse and the acceptance of such abuse.
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The net effect of those attitudes which support female abuse is to isolate or distance the 
victim, (Burt, 1980) so that the abuser thinks it is acceptable to commit an abuse. On a 
cultural level the same attitudes lend themselves to deny or reduce perceived injury or to 
blame the victims for their own victimization.
The presence of fixed or traditional attitudes regarding how men and women are to behave 
(sex role stereotyping) plays a very significant although often overlooked part in the 
process which distances the victim and makes abuse possible or acceptable,(Burt, 1980). 
The development of a woman's personality and self esteem is also influenced by sex role 
stereotyping. It was found that masculinity was the best predictor of self-esteem (Long, 
Vonda, Olsen, 1986) and that adolescent females classified as androgynous or masculine in 
gender-role-orientation had higher self esteem than adolescents classified as feminine 
(Mullis, McKinley, 1987). Similarly, women who were classified as feminine had the 
greatest fear of success,(Sager, 1983) and so tended to remain in submissive roles.
Other studies reported that sex role stereotypical attitudes among teachers, counsellors and 
administrators influences womens' career choices and aspirations (Hawley, 1982; Betz 
and Hackett, 1981). At least one study suggested counsellors in general did not understand 
the importance of sex-fair practices in influencing futures o f their student-clients, 
(Griffin, 1983).The research also suggests that women tended to choose their careers 
according to a male perception of what women's roles ought to be, (Griggs, et al., 1983; 
Knight and Sedlacek, 1983).
When you consider the research and the fact that most teachers, counsellors and
administrators at the high school level are men (and some, including women, are overtly 
sexist) it is not surprising, that women students choose their vocations accordingly. Tltis 
study will use Burt's Sex Role Stereoype Scale and will use her sample as the nonn group 
when measuring sex role stereotyping,(for Burt's study, SRS; M=37.6,SD=10.5). 
Adversarial sexual beliefs refers to the belief that a member of the other gender is not to be 
trusted and is to be considered an adversary. Martha Burt suggested (Burt, 1980) that 
people with such attitudes tend to regard "...sexual relationships as fundamentally 
exploitive, that each party to them is manipulative, sly, cheating, opaque to the other's 
understanding and not to be trusted." People who hold such a view of male and female 
sexuality might view abuse as a likely outcome from such an exploitive relationship 
(Samios et al., 1985) and would not necessarily view an abusive situation as one which 
solicits sympathy or support for the victim. Adversarial gender beliefs therefore,would also 
be expected to vary significantly with the other attitudinal correlates, and for this purpose 
can also be compared to Burt's sample as a norm group (for Burt's study, ASB; M= 29.0, 
SD= 8.5).
The idea that the world is just is a relative point of view. Generally, those persons in 
positions of power, control or influence may tend to view the world as a more just and fair 
place to live,compared to the perception of those individuals who have very little power, 
control or influence. It might be argued that people in positions of power believe the world 
is just and fair in order to justify their priveledge and to maintain the status quo. Research 
has shown that in populations men overall tended to believe in a just world whereas women 
tended to view the world as being less fair (Chen and Lin, 1988), These findings were the 
result of Chen and Lin's work which was a continuation of Burt's 1980 research.
Two researchers (Chen, Lin, 1988) surveyed 266 college students from four Indiana 
colleges in order to investigate gender differences in attitudes towards rape victims. They
used Burt’s Sex Role Stereotype Scale (SRS) to measure attitudes towards sex roles. They 
developed the Attitudes Towards Rape Victims Scale (ATRVS), a series of questions that 
measured the respondent's acceptance of rape victims,that is the measure to what extent the 
respondent thought the victim was an innocent victim and not an architect of their own 
misfortune. An Attrition Scale was also developed by the authors which measured certain 
preconceived notions about the cause for rape and who should carry the blame for a sexual 
assault such as rape.The fourth scale that was used was the Just World Scale (JWS), a 
scale consisting of twenty-three questions that measures the extent to which a respondent 
views the world as being fair and just (see Methods section).
The researchers found that there were significant gender differences on the SRS with males 
more accepting of sex role stereotyping than females (for males, M=32.547; for females, 
M=37.324).Significant gender differences appeared on the ATRVS and the JWS. It was 
discovered that females were more accepting of rape victims and that males generally 
believed that the world was more fair and just than females.
The importance of this finding is that it points out the apparent contradiction that exists in 
the belief of a "Just World". A truly "Just World" has no victims, therefore if someone is 
injured then it is by the person's own carelessness.Therefore, it is no surprise (as in Chen 
and Lin's study) that males in general believe the world is more fair and just and at the 
same time they are less accepting of the notion that rape victims are in fact victims. On one 
level those men who were surveyed believed that rape victims are in some part the author of 
their unfortunate victimization, and yet on another level this seems incompatable with the 
belief in a "Just World".
The researchers analysed the results of the Attrition Scale and found that 49.6% of the 
students responding on the Attrition Scale believe that rape victims were "too trusting in
people" as a major cause of rape, while 25% believed that the rape victim’s behaviour was 
another major cause.
The contradiction between fairness and "blaming the victim" is the phenomenon which 
Burt calls the "Just World Hypothesis" (Bun, 1980). She points out that it becomes 
harmful when the believer uses it to detach themselves from any responsibility from a 
specific circumstance such as a rape or an abuse scenerio. Burt suggests the Just World 
Hypothesis is a type of logic "... in which observers justify misfortune by attributing 
responsibility or fault to the victim", (Burt, 1980, p.218-9 ).
A stronger belief in a Just World would be expected from those who would also tend to 
have more conservative views according to the other attitudinal correlates.The sample from 
the Chen, Lin study (1988) will serve as a norm group to compare the results for both the 
SRS and JWS for this study, (for Chen,Lin,: SRS for males M=43.911, for females 
M=46.363; JWS for males M=89.93 and for females M=92.92).
Cultural Forces
It seems to me that men since the neolithic have demonstrated a greater willingness to 
exhibit aggressive behaviour. While hunting cults needed this kind of behaviour as a 
mechanism for survival, it is unnecessary and inapproriate in today's world. Biologists 
might argue aggressive behaviour by men is in part a result of an abundance of 
testosterone. The social scientist might add that in part it is the result of role modelling and 
socialization. For instance some researchers (eg.Covey,1983) believe that a person's 
social skills or a lack of social skills tends to influence the person's behaviour and the
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behaviour of others. Socially skilled men used less verbal aggression and physical violence 
while men who lacked social skills communicated more physically, and verbally more 
agressively (Covey, 1983).
In my view young people today seem to be more frequently exposed to adult role models 
who reinforce the doctrine that "might is right" and that conflict is best resolved through 
force. At the same time our youngsters' portfolios of attitudes are actively being shaped. 
Young people watch those around them who have lost the ability to articulate opinions 
through healthy debate resort to intimidation or angry retorts in conversations when they 
don’t get their way. On an international level young people see nations willingly use force 
of arms to settle problems that could be settled with compromise and communication. The 
message to our youth from a cultural level is quite clear; aggressiveness and violence is 
acceptable. Martha Burt articulated this view as well ; "...a cultural matrix that encourages 
rigid sex roles and imports male dominance, generates rape (abuse)-supportive attitudes 
and beliefs that act out as psychological releasers or neutralizers allowing potential rapists 
(abusers) to turn off social prohibitions against injuring or using others",(Burt,1980).
Acceptance of violence is the belief that it is acceptable to use force or intimidation to get 
ahead and, that it is an appropriate form of behaviour in a relationship or in a social milieu. 
Some researchers distinguish between violence and aggression; "While violence is an act 
which causes damage to a person or property", aggression which is the prelude to violence, 
"includes overt and covert acts, or assertive, attacking, and intrusive behaviour" 
(Bardis, 1973). Since abuse includes those aggressive behaviors (whether physical or 
verbal) which cause someone some harm then aggressive behaviour is considered violence 
by these researchers. Others distinguish between physical and sexual violence as in the case 
of rape (Burt, 1980), however most researchers agree that all violent acts have in common 
the desire to be in control or to have power over others.
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The tendancy to behave violently or the propensity to be accepting of violence as a suitable 
means of conflict resolution is in part a function of learned behaviour and partly a function 
of a cultural attitude which supports or is accepting of violence. It has been suggested that 
underreporting of rape or sexual assault may be due to the acceptance of violence in a given 
social setting and fear of retaliation,(Lynch, 1985). There is strong evidence to suggest that 
men who are abusers have probably watched their fathers abuse their mothers and to a 
certain extent have been taught this behaviour (Stahly,1985).
New research suggests that there is a link between social skills and physical violence or 
aggression,(Covey, 1985). In Covey's research there seemed to be a high correlation 
between social skills and the use of verbal reasoning and conflict resolution. The persons 
level of social skills was negatively correlated with the tendancy to use verbal or physical 
aggression. The research also suggested that persons who were exposed to displays of bad 
social skills tended to learn this behaviour and also accepted it as appropriate behaviour. 
However some researchers (Stahly,1985) argue that the tendancy to behave violently does 
not exclusively come from individual contact with a violent person such as an abusive 
father but is something that is picked up from intangeable s jcial messages. Stahly points 
out that,"...battering men tend to come from physically violent families,but violence against 
women may be indicative of an underlying set of misogynistic attitudes, rather than an 
example of learned behaviour or low impulse control" (Stahly, 1985). Researchers like 
Stahly suggest that the acceptance of violence (as an acceptable means of behaviour) is a 
function of attitude and less a physiological problem or an inability to control impulses. 
Such attitudes are derived from culture and experience (which will be articulated in the next 
section) and like the other attitudinal correlates mentioned before, the tendency to accept 
violence can be measured.
One measure of a person's acceptance of violence (which is often mentioned in the
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literature ) is the Conflict Tactics Scale (CTS).This scale was developed by Murray A. 
Strauss (1979) with a view to measuring the variety of techniques members of a family can 
employ in resolving a conflict and also to measure to what extent they used such tactics. 
The acceptability of violence would be determined by their choice of conflict resolution 
tactics and their frequency of use.
The Conflict Tactic Scale measures three modes of dealing with conflict:
1. The use of rational discussion, argument, and reasoning-an intellectual approach 
to the dispute, called the "Reasoning Scale".
2. The use of verbal and nonverbal act which symbolically hurt the other, or the use 
of threats to hurt the other,which, for the purposes of the instrument is called the "Verbal 
Aggression Scale".
3. The use of physical force against another person as a means o f resolving the 
conflict, called "Violence Scale".
Variations of the CTS have been developed by Strauss for specific kinds of violence such 
as. Child Abuse, Wife-beating, Husband-beating. The disadvantage with the CTS is that it 
requires interviews with open-ended response methods, an almost impossible task when 
trying to measure a large sample of teenagers. Another difficulty with the CTS is that it 
requires candid disclosure of very intimate and sensitive details of a persons private life. 
Such an interview would be unacceptable to most school districts and to most high school 
students. Therefore another measure of the acceptance of violence had to be substituted for 
the purposes of this study.
An appropriate instrument was developed by Panos D. Bardis (1972) which consisted of 
twenty five short questions that can be answered on a 7-point likert scale. The scale called 
simply the "Violence Scale" (VS) measures to what extent a person finds the use of
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violence acceptable (violence here refers to words, and actions aimed at property damage 
and personal injury). Bardis developed and tested this instrument specifically for students 
in grade ten or above and the questions are not so sensitive in nature as to cause discomfort 
or a reluctance for disclosure by the respondent.
The test sample that Bardis (1972) used to develop the scale (25 male high school students 
and 20 female high school students from Toledo Ohio) can serve as a norm group with 
which to compare the results of this study,(for Bardis VS; for males M= 54.3, for females 
M= 34.45). It is important to note that Bardis' scale was developed and tested shortly after 
the "Kent State" shootings. This was a period of American social history where anti-war 
feelings were at an unprecedented height. Therefore I expect that my sample will produce 
scores that are considerably higher for the acceptance of violence than those of Bardis' 
sample. The purpose of comparing these two groups of teenagers (of roughly the same age 
and culture) by using this scale is to provide a contrast between two totally different social 
climates- one from a period of time when violence was less acceptable (if only as a reaction 
to the Viet Nam War), and the other from a period of time where violence seems to be more 
acceptable. Bardis' scale is a valuable measure of the acceptance of violence even though 
the two groups which will be compared are from totally different social contexts.
Experiential Forces
As mentioned earlier the acceptance of abuse is an attitude which is derived from cultural 
forces and through exposure to violence (Covey, 1985). It is a fact that a large number of 
male abusers have themselves experienced abuse or at least observed it happening as 
youngsters at home (Stahly,1985). The media is also a major provider of experiences with
14
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violence (Malamouth.Neil, Briere,1986).
In the opinion of this author,video movies and television programs such as "Temiinator". 
"Total Recall", "Blood Sport", "W.W.F.", etc. have done their part in glamourizing violent 
behaviour and also providing examples for the young. The result of gratuitous violence in 
the media is to harden the individuals response to the violence and to reduce empathy for 
the victim. This opinion is shared by some researchers. In one study (Linz, Donnerstein, 
Penrod, 1984) male college students after viewing five, "R-rated" films depicting violence 
against women came to have "fewer negative emotional reactions" to the movies. The 
subjects perceived them as "significantly less violent", and to consider them (the films) 
"less degrading" to women.
Current research (Malamuth, Neil, Briere,1986) reported that sexual violence in the media 
had an indirect but important effect on violence against women. These researchers 
conducted a representative review of all forms of media with a view of documenting the 
frequency and variety of violent acts presented. A distinction was made between sexual 
violence and non-sexual violence as the researchers conducted their survey .They found that 
magazines (mainstream magazines that are readily obtained by all age groups as opposed to 
underground pornographic magazines) had the least amount of sexual violence «accounting 
for only 5% of the total content. Sexual violence in movies accounted for 15% of the 
content and in adult books it accounted for 30% of the content.
Malamouth (et al) concluded that there were interesting significant differences between 
sexual and non-sexual violence in the media. In sexual violent acts, in the vast majority of 
the cases, women are illustrated as the victims and men the perpetrators. Whereas in non 
-sexual violence the recipients are most likely to be male. Similarly, the victims of sexual 
violence tend to give initial resistance to the act but then it is suggested that the victim
IS
secretly desires and eventually derives pleasure from the assault. There are usually non 
-negative consequences for the victim or the perpetrator after the assault. In contrast, the 
victims of non-sexual violence are depicted abhorring their experience and intent on 
avoiding victimization in the future.
Malamuth, Neil and Brierc incorporated the findings of their research and the work by 
Martha Burt into the development of a model hypothesizing indirect effects of media sexual 
violence on violence against women (see Figure 2). Like in Burt's model this one suggests 
that violence against women is the final result of a complicated interaction between cultural 
forces, experiential forces and individual forces such as attitudes. They also suggest that 
these three forces are the antecedents to violent behaviour and when they interact with 
immediate situational variables they result in a variety of antisocial behaviour against 
women as articulated in Figure 2.
Research Q uestions
A demographic section will be included in the survey which will use the following 
background variables; sex, age, school, parents' education and student's 
educational/vocational aspirations.The research will determine if there are any significant 
relationships between demographic variables?
Then this research will study several of those originating variables - the antecedents to the 
abuse of women. Three Independent-Psychological variables will be examined; belief in a 
just world (JWS), adversarial sexual beliefs (ASB) and, acceptance of violence (VS) with a 
view to determining if any significant relationships exist between the Psychological
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variables themselves, and then between the Demographic variables and the Psychological 
variables.The sample will be split according to gender where it is expected that significant 
gender differences will appear on the ASB, JWS and VS scores. The research will attempt 
to answer one specific research question which pretains to the psychological variables:
1. Do students who have a greater belief in a "Just World" also have more conservative 
attitudes towards the acceptance of violence, and adversarial sexual beliefs?
This research will then examine the last of the antecedents to abuse of women; sex role 
stereotyping. This variable will be the dependent variable and it will be compared to the 
demographic and the psychological variables. It is expected that significant gender 
differences will occur when the sample is split according to gender. The research will 
attempt to answer three additional research questions when the dependent variable is 
examined;
2. Are students of Lunenburg County high schools sexist? ie. Do they score higher on a 
Sex Role Stereotype Scale (SRS) than Indiana College Students or adults in Minnesota? - 
two norm groups using Burt's SRS (Burt, 1980)
3. Would students who are sexist be more inclined to accept interpersonal violence? ie. Is 
there a significant and sizeable positive correlation between students' scores on the SRS 
and their scores on the Acceptance of Violence Scale (VS)?
4. Are students who are more sexist more inclined to view the opposite sex as an 
adversary? ie. Is there a significant and sizeable positive correlation between students' 
scores on the Sex Role Stereotype Scale (SRS) and the scores on the Adversarial Sexual 
Beliefs Scale (ASB) ?
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Figure 3

















• Just World Hypothesis
Method
A questionnaire was developed which measured responses to six demographic questions 
and four scales; SRS,VS,ASB, and JWS. The questions from the four scales were 
randomized to conceal their intent to the respondents (see Appendix A for an example of the 
instrument).
The questionnaire was distributed to all six high schools in the Lunenburg County school 
district during March-April 1991.The questionnaires were administered by guidance 
counsellors to a random sampling of grades 10,11 and 12 students in all six high 
schools.The total questionnaires sent out were 948, and 862 useable questionnaires were 
returned for a return rate of 90%.
The responses were reversed where necefsary before being entered into a Statview 512 
computer program for statistical analysis.
The Independent-Dem ographic Variables
Research indicated (Burt, 1980) that the strongest relationships with the dependent 
variables were these demographic variables; age, education, occupation and gender, Since 
the subjects for this research were of high school age the demographics had to be chosen 
appropriately, and the following were used; gender, age, school, father's or male 




The respondent's self reported their gender. This variable was used as a basis for splitting 
the sample to see whether there was a difference between scores of groups of males and 
females.(N m al«=439, Nfemales=423)
Age
For this variable the subject had to chose among these five categories; IS  or younger, 
16,17,18,19 or older.
School
Respondents had to indicate which school they attended; New Germany Rural High School 
(NGRHS), Bridgewater High School (BHS), Lunenburg High School (LHS), New Ross 
Consolidated High School (NRHS), Park View Education Center (PVEC), Chester 
Municipal High School (CMHS),
Father's or Male Guardian's Education
Students chose one of six statements; did not complete junior high school, completed Junior 
high school only, completed some high school but did not finish, completed high school 
only, continued his education beyond high school but did not go to university, and , 
completed a university degree.
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Mother's or Female Guardian's Education
Students responded to the same six statements as the Father's Male Guardian's Education.
Student's Aspiration
Students were asked to respond to their educational aspirations by selecting one of four 
statements; quit high school and get a job, finish high school and get a job, finish high 




In order to measure the extent to which a subject felt the opposite sex was untrustworthy or 
exploitive Burt's Adverarial Sexual Beliefs Scale (ASB) was used. This scale was 
developed by Burt and consisted of nine questions which measured responses to notions 
that the opposite sex was adversarial. The respondents scored the questions on a 7-point 
Likert scale ranging from "Disagree Completely" to "Agree Completely". All items use the 
following scoring scale; 7="Disagree Completely", 6 -  "Disagree Strongly", 5="Disagree", 
4="Undecided", 3="Agree", 2 -  "Agree Strongly", 1= "Agree Completely". The scales 
were created by summing the item responses. Theoretical range of scores; 9, most
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adversarial view of the other sex,to 63, least adversarial view o f the other sex.Thus the 
lower the score the more the subject views the opposite sex as an adversary.
Adversarial Sexual Beliefs (Cronback's alpha for the norm groups .802)
1. A woman will only respect a man who will lay down the law to her.
2. Many women are so demanding sexually that a man can't satisfy them.
3. A man's got to show the woman who's boss right from the start or he'll end up henpecked.
4. Women are usually sweet until they've caught a man, but then they let their true self show.
5. A lot of men talk big, but when it comes down to it, they can't perform well sexually.
6. In a dating relationship a woman is largely out to take advantage of a  man.
7. Men are out fw  only one thing.
8. Most women are sly and manipulating when they are out to attract a man.
9. A lot o f women seem to get pleasure in putting men down.
T h t  Cronback's alpha for this sample was=.69
Acceptance of Violence
The instrument that was used to measure the respondents attitudes towards violence was 
the Violence Scale by Panos D. Bardis. The scale consisted of 25 questions which 
measured respondents acceptance of varying degrees o f violence as a means o f conflict 
resolution. Violence in this scale means words and especially actions aimed at property 
damage and personal injury, The respondents scored the questions item by item according
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to a 7-point Likert scale ranging from "Completely Disagree" to "Agree Completely".All 
items use the following scoring scale: l="Disagree Completely", 2="Disagree Strongly", 
3="Disagree", 4= "Undecided", 5="Agree", 6="Agree Strongly", 7="Agree Completely". 
Theoretical range of scores; 25, lowest approval of violence,to 175, highest approval.
Violence Scale (reliability coefficients.94)
1. Every nation should have a  war industry
2. The death penalty should be part of every penal code.
3. University police should use violence against violent student demonstrators.
4. War in self defence is perfectly right.
5. Parents should encourage their children to use violence in self- defense.
6. The majority should use violence against violent minority groups.
7. War is often necessary
8. Private citizens should be allowed to carry guns.
9. The government should sent armed soldiers to convoi violent, university riots.
10. The manufacture of weapons is often necessary.
11. When a school child misbehaves habitually, the teacher should use physical punishment.
12. Prison guards should be allowed to use violence against prisoners when necessary.
13. War can be just.
14. Violent crimes should be punished violently.
15. Hitting a child when he does something bad on purpose teaches him a good lesson.
16. Killing o f civilians should be accepted as an unavoidable part of war.
17. The police force of a university should carry guns.
18. A violent revolution can be perfectly right.
19. A child's habitual disobedience should be punished physically.
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20, A soldier should never hesitate to use violence,
21, Capital punishment is oftennecessary,
22, The government should use violence to control violent riots.
23, Punishing a child physically when he deserves it will make him a responsible and mature adult
24, Universities should use violence against students who destroy university property,
25, Violence against the enemy should be part of every nation's defense.
The Cronback's alpha for this sample was=,88
The Just World Hypothesis
The Just World Scale (JWS) developed by Rubin and Peplau and used rather extensively 
by researchers was used to measure respondents belief in a just vorld. The scale consists 
of 23 questions which alternate between positive (just ) items and negative (unjust) items. 
The original Rubin and Peplau JWS used a six point scale. For this research a modified 
version of the JWS scale was used (Chin, Lin, 1988) which consisted of a seven-point 
Likert scale ranging from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree" with scores ranging from 
1 to 7. Since the score sheet for this research used the same seven point scale for all four 
tests ranging from "disgaree completely" to "agree completely" some items for the JWS had 
to be reversed scored.High scores in the JWS imply the lower degree of belief in a "just 
world". Theoretical range of scores: 23, greatest belief in a "just world" to 161, least belief 
in a "just world". Items marked (*) are reversed scored.
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Just World Scale
The Cromback’s alpha for this sample was=.61
I.1 feel that many people in the world have a false reputation.
2.* In general .this is a fair world
3.* Luck always brings fortune.
4. Those who drive carefully and those who do not have the same chance of being hurt in a car accident.
5. Many criminals arc judged innocent in court.
6.* If you study hard you will have good grades.
7.* If you take care of your health you are very unlikely to have a heart attack.
8. Those candidates who insist on holding on to their principles in an election are usually the losers.
9. * Inniocent people are seldom put in jail.
10. In a race, many athletes are not caught when they violate regulation.
II.*  A person will get what he or she deserves.
12.* Parents always find good excuses to punish their children.
13. Those who do good deeds are usually not known and do not receive just rewards.
14.* Although bad p-'rsons might have held power in the history of mankind, good persons will eventually 
regain control
15.* In all occupations those who work hard always get promoted.
16. Parents often neglect their childrens' wishes.
17. In our court systen it is difficult to find a fair judge.
18.* One should blame himself^erself for his/her misfortunes.
19 * Criminals always pay for their actions.
20. Innocent people are always the victims.
21.* The rich should be heavily taxed.
22. Most people do not have the motivation to cheat
23. In a disordered world criminals should be severely punished.
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The Dependent Variable
Sex Role Stereotype Scale (SRS)
The attitude of the student towards sex role stereotyping was measured using Burt's Sex 
Role Stereotyping Scale. The scale consisted of nine questions which measured responses 
to commonly held notions of female sex role behaviours.The respondents scored the 
questions on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from "disagree completely" to "agree 
completely". All items use the following scoring scale: 7=disagree completely; 6=disagree 
strongly; 5 «disagree; 4=undecided; 3»agree; 2=agree strongly; I «agree completely. Items 
marked (*) are reverse scored. To create the scales, simply sum the item responses after 
reversing where necessary. Theoretical range of scores: 9, most sexist, to 63,least 
sexist.The lower the score, the more sexist is the subject.
Sex Role Stereotyping (Cronback's alpha for the norm groups .800/
1. A man should fight when the woman he's with is insulted by another man
2.*li is acceptable for the woman to pay for the date.
3. A woman should be a virgin when she marries.
4. There is something wrong with a woman who desn't want to marry and raise a  family.
5. A wife should never contradict her husband in public.
6. It is better for a woman to use her feminine charm to get what she wants rather than ask for it outright.
7. It is acceptable for a  woman to have a career but, marriage and family should come first
8. It looks worse for a woman to be drunk than a m a. to be drunk.
9.*Thcrc is nothing wrong with a woman going to a bar alone.
The Cronback's alpha foi this sample was= .69
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Results
All the variables were compared with each other by correlation, regression and anova 
analysis using a Stats View 512 computer program. In some cases samples were split 
according to gender and then analysed again. Correlation matrices of all variables were 
produced. Then the sample was split according to gender and new matrices were produced. 
The correlation matrices are recorded in Tables 1 ,2 ,  & 3. All other statistical results are 
tabulated in Annex B.
In order to prevent a "Type-One Error" significant results will be those for p < .001 given 
the size o f the sample. For a sample size N= 862 , p ^  .001 occurs . R = .112. 
(Significant results are indicated in bold print.)
The Independent-Dem ographic Variables
The Means (M) and Standard Deviations (SD) for the demographic variables are given 
below. Descriptive statistics for gender, age and school are given in charts.
G ender





Age M ale Fem ale Total
A -15 5 4 5 0 104
A -1 6 12 2 131 25 3
A -1 7 1 2 6 11 0 2 3 6
A 48 9 5 104 199
A *19 or older 4 2 2 8 7 0
Total 4 3 9 42 3 86 2
School
School Count
New Germany Rural High School 80
Bridgewater High School 197
Lunenhurg High School 70
New Rofs Consolidated School 46
Park View Education Center 284
Chester Municipal High School 185
for Mother's/Female Guardian's Education; M= 3.843, SD= 1.463.
for Father's/Male Guardian's Education; M= 3.52, SD - 1.739.
for Student's Aspirations; M= 3.421, SD= .736.
Interrelationships among the six Demographic Variables
for Gender and .\ge, R= .023, F= .438, p= .5084;
Gender and School, R= .01, F= .086, p= .7678;
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Table 1
Correlation Matrix-Whole Sample-All Variables










Mother's Education -.041 - .2 0 2 -.063 1
Father's Education -.053 .1 9 5 -.078 .4 6 2 1
Student's Aspirations .078 - .2 6 7 .01 .2 7 3 .30 1
Just World Scale .015 -.013 .094 .017 .003 -.006 1
Sex Role Stereotyping .3 7 5 -.1 2 1 .088 .075 .1 3 6 .2 8 1 .083
Adversarial Sexual Beliefs .4 2 -.101 -.046 .108 .105 .1 8 9 -.080 .5 6 2
Violence Scale 1
Table 2







JWS SRS ASB VS
Age 1
School -.006 1
Mother's Education -.063 1
Father's education 1
Student's Aspirations .036 .3 3 2 1
Just World Scale .115 .003 .054 1
Sex Role Stereotyping ..085 .119 .111 .1 3 3 .2 6 9 .138 "T"
Adversarial Sexual Beliefs 
Violence Scale "T"
Table 3







JWS SRS ASB VS
Age
School n r




.013 .2 3 1 .2 9 5 1
Just World Scale
t M M
.037 JUlm ■03 ,j041̂
Sex Role Stereotyping .155 .065 .085 .2 0 2 .041 "T"
Adversarial Sexual Beliefs .134 T S sT .1 2 1 1 6 6 ^ .1 8 5 .1 3 6 .5 2 2
Violence Scale 1
Gender and Mother’s Education, R= .041, F= 1.438, p= .2307;
Gender and Father's Education, R=.053, F= 2.441, p= .1185;
Gender and Student's Aspirations, R= .078, F= 5.329, p= .0212 (See Tables 4)
for Age and School, R= .026, F= .569, p= .4509;
Age and Mother’s Education, R= .202, F= 36.436, p= .0001 
(the older the student, the less educated is their mother)
Age and Father’s Education, R= .195, F= 34.003, p= .0001 
(the older the student, the less educated is their father)
Age and Student’s Aspirations, R= .267, F= 65.855, p=.0001 (see Tables 5)
(the older the student, the lower their aspirations )
for School and Mother's Education, R= .063, F= 3.373, p= .0666;
School and Father's Education, R= .078, F= 5.219, p= .0226;
School and Student’s Aspirations, R= .01, F= .087, p= .7684 (see Tables 6)
for Mother’s Education and Father's Education, R= .462, F= 233.952, p= .0001 
(the more educated the mother, the more educated the father)
Mother’s Education and Student's Aspirations, R=.273, F= 60.112, p= .0001 
(see Tables 7)
(the more educated the mother, the higher the student's aspirations)
for Father's Education and the Student’s Aspirations, R= .3, F= 84.984, p= .0001 
(see Tables 8)
(the mote educated the father, the higher the student's aspiration)
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Independent-Psychological Variables
The Means and Standard Deviations for the Psychological Variables are given below. The 
Means and Standard Deviations of the scores split according to gender follow...
Just World Scale (JWS)
for JWS; M= 99.914, SD= 9.009,
JWS for Male Sample; M= 99.786, SD= 9.67,
JWS for Female Sample; M =100.047, SD= 8.277.
Adversarial Sexual Beliefs (ASB)
for ASB; M= 43.245, SD= 8.021,
ASB for Male Sample; M= 39.938, SD= 7.47, 
ASB for Female Sample; M= 46.676, SD= 7.085.
Violence Scale (VS)
for VS; M= 86.945, SD= 20.246,
VS for Male Sample; M= 94.588, SD= 19.748, 
VS for Female Sample; M= 79.014, SD= 17.543.
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The In terrelationships betw een  the  Six D em ographic and the Three
independent-Psychoiogicai Variabies
Just World Scale (JWS)
for JWS and Gender, R= .015, F= .181, p= .6705;
JWS and Age, R= .013, F= .143, p= .7058;
JWS and School, R= .094, F= 7.64, p= .0058;
JWS and Mother's Education, R= .017, F= .24, p -  .6247;
JWS and Father’s Education, R= .003, F= .006, p=.9403;
JWS and Student's Aspirations, R= .006, F= .003, p= .9998 (see Tables 9)
Adversarial Sexual Beliefs (ASB)
for ASB and Gender, R= .42, F= 184.355, p= .0001;
(Males have higher adversarial sexual beliefs titan females)
ASB and Age, R= .101, F= 8.856, p= .003;
ASB and School, R= .046, F= 1.802, p= .1737;
ASB and Mother's Education, R= .108, F= 10.159, p= .0015;
ASB and Father's Education, R= .105, F= 9.609, p= .002;
ASB and Student's Aspirations, R= .189, f =  31.975, p= .0001 (s e Tables 10) 
(the higher the student aspiration, the lower the student's adversarial sexual beliefs, )
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Violence Scale (VS)
for VS and Gender, R= .385, F= 149.44, p= .0001;
(Males have higher acceptance of violence than females)
VS and Age, R= .045, F= 1.712, p= .1911;
VS and School, R= .035, F= 1.026, p= .3113;
VS and Mother’s Education, R= .034, F= .982, p= .3221;
VS and Father's Education, R= .066, F= 3.714, p= .0543;
VS and Student's Aspirations, R= .157, F= 21.745, p= .0001 (see Tables 11) 
(the higher the student aspiration, the lower the acceptance of violence)
The Interrelationships of the Independent-Psychological Variables with 
Themselves
for ASB and JWS, R= .08, F= 5.493, p= .0193; 
for ASB and VS, ,472, F= 246.164, p= .0001;
(the higher the student's adversarial sexual beliefs, the higher the acceptance of violence) 
for JWS and VS, R= .037, F= 1.21, p= .2716 (see Tables 12)
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The Dependent Variable-Sex Role Stereotyping (SRS)
The Means and Standard Deviations for the SRS are given below. Descriptive statistics for 
the total sample and the sample split according to gender are included.
Sex Role Stereotyping (SRS)
for SRS; M= 45.372, SD= 7.671,
SRS for Male Sample; M= 42.547, SD= 7.206,
SRS for Female Sample; M= 48.305, SD= 7.016.
The Interrelationships Between the D ependent Variable with the Six 
Demographic Variabies
for Sex Role Stereotyping (SRS) and Gender, R= .375, F= 141.152, p= .0001; 
(Males are more sexist than females)
SRS and Age, R= .121, F= 12.856, p= .0004;
(the older the student, the more sexist they are)
SRS and School, R= .088, F= 6.776, p= .0094;
SRS and Mother's Education, R= .075, F=* 4.897, p= .0272;
SRS and Father's Education, R= .136, F= 16.298, p= .0001;
(the more educated the father, the less sexist is the student)
SRS and Student's Aspirations, R= .281, F= 73.642, p= .0001 (see Tables 13) 
(the higher the student aspiration, the less sexist is the student)
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The Interrelationships Between the Dependent Variable with the Independent-
Psychological Variables
for SRS and JWS, R= .083, F= 6.016, p= .0144;
SRS and ASB, R= .562, F= 397.862, p= .0001;
(the higher the student’s adversarial sexual beliefs, the more sexist is the student, )
SRS and VS, R= .469, F= 242.785, p= 0001 (see Tables 14)
( the higher the student's acceptance o f violence, the more sexist is the student,)
Stepwise Multiple Regression on the Dependent Variabie-SRS
A stepwise multiple regression analysis was performed on the dependent variable using all 
other nine variables. No variables were forced in an effort to dtermine the best predictor .lOr 
SRS. The results for the best six predictors are given below in chronological order.
1. SRS and ASB, R= .562, F= 397.862, R-squared = .316;
2. SRS andVS, R» .608, F= 252.003, R-squared = .37;
3. SRS and Student Aspirations, R= .629, F -  187.016, R-squared = .395;
4. SRS and JWS R= .641, F= 149.669, R-squared = .411;
5. SRS and Gender, R« .649, F« 124.493, R-squared = .421;
6. SRS and School, R= .654, F= 106.741, R-squared -  .428. (see Tables 15)
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Figure 4















Significant positive correlations occurred with Mother's Education and Father's Education 
and (R= .462, F= 233.952, p= .0001). This is somewhat irrelevant to this study but 
confirms the tendancy that parents of similar educational backgrounds form couples and 
that a parent's education level effects a child's educadonal and vocational aspiration.
When correlation analysis was conducted there were significant positive correlation with 
Father's/Mother's Education and Student's Aspirations for both female and male samples 
. These results once again confirm that parents' education has an effect on a child's set of 
attitudes and their educational aspirations.
Student Aspirations correlated most significantly with Father's Education ( R= .30, F= 
84.984, p= .0001). Perhaps these results also suggest that for children especially girls the 
influence a father has on her attitudinal and educational development is quite profound. 
This may confirm other research (Griggs,et al.,1983; Knight and Sediacek, 1983) that 
suggested that women chose their careers according to a male perception of what women's 
roles ought to be.
The Independent-Psychological Variables
Students in Lunenburg County had slightly higher scores on the JWS than the norm group 
[Recall: high scores on (he JWS imply a lower degree of belief in a "just world"], indicating that the
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Lunenburg County students viewed the world as being less fair and just than college 
students in Indianna (JWS Lunenburg County students: M=99.914; for Indianna college 
students M=91.43). This finding seemed consistent and reasonable given the economic and 
social disparity of South Shore Nova Scotia relative to other regions in North America.
The results for the JWS also confirmed the findings of (Chen, Lin, 1988) which showed 
significant gender difftences in JWS scores. Lunenburg County male-students believed that 
the world was fairer than female-students (for males, M= 99.786; for females, M= 
100.047).
The scores for the ASB for this sample showed that students of Lunenburg County tended 
to view members o f the opposite sex as adversaries to a slightly lesser extent than adults in 
Minnesota, (ASB Lunenburg County Students: M=43.245, SD=8.021; for Minnesota 
sample M= 29.0, SD= 8.5). [Recall: the lower the score the greater the view that the opposite sex is 
an adversary.] The results also showed significant gender differences in scores. The scores 
for the male population were consistently lower than the scores for the female sample 
indicating that for this sample males had a greater tendency to view the opposite sex as an 
adversary (for males, M= 39.938; for females M= 46.676).
In terms o f the VS variable, further analysis revealed that students in Lunenburg County 
had dramatically higher scores than high school students in Ohio (the norm group).[Recall: 
the higher the score on the VS the more accepting of violence]. (VS for Lunenburg County students; 
for males M=94.59, for females M=79.01, VS for Ohio students; for males M=54.30, for 
females M=34.45). This result suggests that Lunenburg County students generally tended 
to be more accepting of violence than the subjects of the norm group. This result in itself is 
not significant because Bardis* research was coloured by events in 1972 such as the Kent
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State Massacre and the anti-Viet Nam war movement One would expect that the results for 
the norm group would be considerably lower than a modem day sample.
Since the 70 s, young people have far greater exposure to violence on all levels of their 
daily experience.The sample for this study for instance had just experienced the Persian 
Gulf War first hand on prime time television. A war that received a great deal of support 
from world leaders and general populations.Therefore, it would be reasonable to expect 
that scores on the VS in general would be considerably higher for this sample than the test 
sample in 1972. Nevertheless, this result raises two points o f  considerable importance; i. 
the consistency of the pattern that overall the male sample tends to be much more accepting 
of violence than the feniale sample, and 2. that the culture of the 1990's is much more 
accepting of violence than it may have been in the 1970's.
The Independent-Demographic with the Independent-Psychological Variables 
Gender
The student's gender was used to split the sample in order to acquire more accurate results 
for analysis. It was anticipated from the beginning that in terms of the three psychological 
variables the scores from the scales measuring these variables would differ according to 
gender. Overall women students had less adversarial attitudes towards the opposite sex 
and were less accepting of violence than their male counterparts. However male students 
thought the world was more fair and just than the women. More discussion of these results 
will be forthcoming as each of the variables will be discussed individually.
In correlation and regression anaylsis "age" made a significant diffetence on both ASB and 
VS scores. This indicated that significant differences in scores occurred because of the
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subjects gender, and this is to be expected.
Student's Age
The Age of the student in analysis made no significant difference with respect to the 
psychological variables. Burt's findings (Burt, 1990), that the older the subject the more 
conservative the scores on the attitude scales was confirmed by this study in so far as 
students in Lunenburg County had slightly more liberal scores on the ASB than the nomi 
group-an older population. On the other two scales, JWS and VS Lunenburg County 
students were considerably more conservative in their views.
School
It is difficult to make any broad conclusion from the results of the scores for this variable 
when compared to the psychological variables. The size of the numbers of students who 
were sampled effects the accuracy of the results and so to surmise that one school has a 
population that is more accepting o f violence than another (or some other such comparison) 
would be an untruth and irrelevant to this study.
Overall the scores for all four tests were similar for each of the school's population with no 
major inconsistencies. Most importantly the general pattern, that the scores for the female 
samples tended to be different from the male as expressed above, remained consistent in 
each of the six school populations that were sampled.
Mother's or Female Guardian's Education/Father's or Male Guardian's 
Education
Neither Mother's Education nor Father's Education made any significant difference with
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any of the psychological variables.This result is a strong indicator that for this sample the 
level of the parent's education had little effect on the attitudes of the student. Perhaps this 
result is an argument which helps dispell the commonly held belief that the abuse of women 
occurs more readily in homes of the poorly educated and lower income groups.
Student’s  Aspirations
In the analysis of this variable one has to be reminded that it was the student's perceived 
educational aspirations that were used to compare with the other variables. In Burt's study 
the sample consisted of adults with real occupations and completed levels of education. If 
one can equate desired educational level with aquired education then this sample confirmed 
Burt's findings that the higher the educational level the more liberal the attitudes.
Significant correlations occurred with Student Aspirations and both the ASB and VS. The 
scores for the ASB and VS became progressively more liberal as the aspired level o f 
education increased. When the sample was split according to gender this trend continued 
with the most dramatic change in "M" (for both the male and female samples and for all 
three variables) occurring when the student aspired to go to university. In other words the 
higher the aspired for education, the more liberal were the students in their attitudes.
As before, no significant results occurred in the analysis o f the JWS with no consistent 
pattern apparent.
The Independent-Psychological Variables with Themselves
The results for the JWS indicated that this variable did not make any significant differences 
on ASB or VS scores- no significant correlations existed.
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Overall, for this sample the mean scores indicated that women tended to view the world as 
less fair and just than the males. This finding is not surprising given the reality that the 
world in general is still dominated and controlled by men and that some women tend to 
view themselves in submissive roles and as victims. Statistically however no significant 
differences existed according to gender.
When looking only at the means for the JWS for both male and female samples, the results 
seem to confirm the findings o f (Chen,Lin,1988) who found that men in general tended to 
view the world as being more fair and just than women yet were less accepting of rape 
victims. On face value, this research corroborates this tendency in the sense that while the 
male subjects who had very conservative scores on the attitude scales tended to view the 
world as being most fair and just. Yet on a purely statistical level (since no strong 
correlations existed between the JWS and other variables) one can argue that the existence 
of the "Just World Hypothesis" was not confirmed by this study.
Further analysis showed a significant correlation existed between ASB scores and the VS; 
indicating that for this sample subjects who had strong adversarial sexual beliefs also had 
high levels of acceptance of violence. This result was consistent and reasonable to expect.
The Dependent Variable-SRS
The research clearly showed that student's of Lunenburg County high Schools are 
relatively sexist in their attitudes. The scores for the Lunenburg County sample were about 
the same as those of Indianna college students; with scores that were more sexist for
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Lunenburg County male students and slightly less sexist for Lunenburg County female 
students. The scores for this sample were less sexist that those for adults in Minnesota, and 
this result was predicatble. [Note: recall that the lower the score on the SRS the more sexist the 
subject] (SRS Lunenburg County students: M= 45.372; for males M= 42.547; for females 
M= 48.304), (SRS for Indianna college students: M= 45.137; for males M=43.911; for 
females M=46.363), (SRS for Minnesota adults; M=37.6). This result confirms the 
already accepted reality that Lunenburg County and the South Shore of Nova Scotia is a 
culture where sexist attitudes are prevalent.
When the sample was split according to gender, the male population consistently scored 
lower on the SRS than the female sample. Thereby confirming the research 
(Chen,Lin, 1988)which suggested that in a given population men tend to be more sexist 
than women.
The Dependent Variable with Independent-Demographic Variables
The most significant result occurred with "Gender" (R= .375, F= 141.152, p= .0001). 
This indicates that scores on the SRS are in part determined by the student's sex. This 
result is consistent with the research (Chen, Lin, 1988) and also with the scores for the VS 
and ASB(see above).
The results showed that Age, School, Mother's/Father's Education made no significant 
difference in SRS scores. Perhaps one important observation would be that attitudes 
towards sex role stereotyping are not determined by the level of education that the parents 
may have. Once again dispelling the belief that sexism is more prevalent in lower income 
and poorly-educated families.
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In terms of the Student's Aspiration variable, moderately significant correlations occurred 
with the SRS, (R= .281, F= 73.642, p= .0001). The scores for the SRS became 
progressively more liberal as the aspired level of education increased. This pattern 
continued when the sample was split according to gender with the most dramatic change in 
"M" (for both samples) occurring when the student aspired to go to university. This result 
was also consistent with Burt's findings. In other words, the higher the educational goals 
of the students, the less sexist were their attitudes.
The Dependent Variable with the Independent-Psychological Variables
In correlation analysis (and then confirmed by stepwise and simple regression analysis) 
there were significant and positive correlations between the SRS and both the ASB and VS 
for both the male and female samples, (for ASB, R= .562, F= 397.862, p= .0001; for VS, 
R= .469, F= 242.785, p= .OOQl).Thus the two original hypotheses-that students who are 
sexist, 1. are more inclined to be accepting of violence and, 2. tend to view the opposite 
sex as an adversary, were accepted by this study.
What exactly does the acceptance of these two hypotheses mean in terms of the issue of the 
abuse of women? The acceptance of the first hypothesis indicates that for this sample a very 
strong relationship exists between sexism and acceptance of violence. In other words, a 
person who is highly sexist will probably be most accepting of violence. Similarly, the 
rather strong correlation between sex role stereotyping and adversarial sexual beliefs 
indicates that persons who are more sexist also view the opposite sex as an adversary - and 
so, sexism seems to be strongly associated with a perception that the opposite sex is an 
enemy. These two results taken together might suggest that a strong relationship exists 
between the three attitudinal variables. Recall that Martha Burt's research established that
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attitudes such as sex role stereotyping, adversarial sexual beliefs and acceptance of violence 
were the attitudinal antecedents to rape acceptance myth. Therefore, it might be possible to 
extrapolate from her research and suggest that for the sample in Lunenburg County, sex 
role stereotyping, adversarial sexual beliefs and acceptance of violence are antecendents to 
female abuse in general.
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Epilogue
The importance of this research is that it attempts to quantify the existence of sexist attitudes 
in Lunenburg County. The development of certain attitudes in our youth such as, sex role 
stereotyping, adversarial sexual beliefs, acceptance of violence, have negative 
consequences for women. These attitudes can be measured and can be directly related to the 
pattern of cultural and experiential antecedents which can lead to the abuse of women.
This research also alludes to the existence of forces within our culture (and specifically that 
of Lunenburg County) which seem to be nurturing among males in particular a perception 
that the world is fair and just and therefore should not be changed. This false perception of 
reality called the "Just World Hypothesis" exists in Lunenburg County despite the startling 
statistics of female abuse that emerge from this region.
What this research hopes to provoke among educators is a sense of urgency to lobby and 
strive to develop educational strategies and programs which address this terrible social 
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1 Fen,ale 423 3.426 I 7 t t 083
One F ictor ANOVA X |: Gender Y4: Fether's Ed.
CofTipartson' Maan Diff Fisher PLSD Schrffe F-tast Dunnott t
I Male vs Female 232 562
'■^e ^3c : c r  Ap.cva. Gerae^
On* Factor ANOVA X| : Gender Y5; Student esp irition
Anaivsis .It *ar jrc e  "ac,»
. - i i i . r c e : . p w a r e s ‘ ■ ' e a r -  S o o a r e - - ' e s t
f  - ’ / v e - i n  j r o c D ; ;  :
■  ;  1 •  
•
w i . - i i r  j r o u c s '  ô c C ' • j e -  2 t ï 5 3 9 c  *  0 2 1 2  ^
1  T j t a i : - ) 6 c '  ■  3 6 _ _ L  ,  _ _ _ _ _ _
Model ii estimate of' ttetween component variance « 2 332
One Factor ANOVA X | : Gender V5: Student aspiration
(.iroup Count Mean Std Dev Std. Error
Male 439 3 364 ■>79 037
Female •423 3 48 664 .033
One Factor ANOVA X |: Gender V5; Student aspiration
Compartson Mean D'fF : Fisher PLSD' Sche*'Fe F-test' kinnett I
1
1 Male vs Female | -  115 ! 0 9 8 ' !s ?2 9 ' 2 309
'ôicniflcant ât 95S
Si me le P e ç r e ï s ’on, Gence^ vrs  4'! V a n a c ' e s
Simple Regression X t : Gender Y ; : Age
DF ft ft-idudreo -idi A-jcju.ii'ed ::d '".t
;s6 ! ! 0:3 00 ' ' - 00. ' ' ' -te
.'■ource DF
Ar.j'vî!?. jO '/Jtvjr.ce ’ .Cie
zvn-' -duares 'V.k rduarf --les:
' r i  5.ON ' ! c -c  r - r  _,T:
i kE:iÎ.''j ^ i. ■ 600 ' 1130 '5c ■ 3 -  :i',  ̂ 5Cc4
; TOTAL 1861 : '130 733 i ;
Ne Residudl ■?t3listici Cumputeci
Simple R egression X | : Gender Y \ : Age
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter Value. old Err . Sid value l-value. Probability
INTERCEPT 2 936
SLOPE -.052 .078 -0 2 3 .662 5084
Confidence intervals "̂ aoie
MEAN (X.V) 2.762 2.935 j 2.794 2.923
SLOPE -2 0 5 .102  1-16 077
: ! T c ! e  Regress ion.  Gender Vrs. &n V a n a o i e s
Simple Regression X); Sender Y2: School
:F ....... u w-sdudi^vi :  "wji ed ror
'86 : 1 V  ' : '  0!AE-4 - jO :
:'\ir-a .>■




: CN £6- ::A
Sf- TC\. : 259c‘ Ô36 ■ V » 76T3 j
: TOTAu ;?6 ' 1 -5  1 1 - ...........................j
No Sesidudi 5tali3liC3 Computed
Simple R egression X i: Sender Y2: School
Seta Coefficient Table
:*arameler Value Std. Err.. Std Value t-Value: Probability
INTERCEPT 3 59
SLOPE 035 118 01 .295 7678
Confidence Intervals Table
Parameter 95% Lower 95% Upper 90% Lower. 90% Upper.
MEAN i4,V) 3.526 4.05S ^3 544 4.039
SLOPE - 198 ,267 -1 6 .23
' r ^ c 'e - e ’X esîion . O enae''V '-s v an ac^ e ;
Simple Regression X |: Sender Yj; Mother's Ed.
j-ii . )02 :
-ri.vvsi? ;/■ . jr'jnce ’ ic. f
iu/1' i-ouores - . Açr
~ l . - I: Z -•C C
1 . Î - -i J I . '"
= h '
No Sesiouai Statistic? Confuted
Simple Regression Xt: Sender Y3: Mother's Ed.
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter bid. Err Std. value l-Value. Vobabilitv
liN'EPCEpT : 4 v i i r ............ ..
!SlOPE i - 12 . . _ j j .......... . 1-041 1 199 2307
Confidence Intervals Table
P.ar.3ffieter 95% Lower, 95% Upper 90% Lower 90% Upper
i'-iE.AN ij.y i 12 746 3 941 3761
1 .........
13.925!
: Ev. Z'P'E 1 - 315 .076 -2 3 4 1 045
3 e rc e r  v rs  ‘̂ îl var-aci-??.
Simple Repression X}. Sender  Y :̂ Felher's Ed.
"!':,arec AC; :lü
■ ÙÎ: :c :  10c
rour;'? i '
Ar,v. SIS or' /jnancs 'ao'e
ior- ::vares "ear, iouare '"lest.
• ~t 'rE : ; ' fi " I c f  ” :6ri :




Vi. 'rji-judi itatisCii:5 vCivitute'j
Simple Rppression X |: Sender Y4: Fitner's Ed.
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter value Std Err. Std Value t-Value. Probability
1 INTERCEPT 3 795
1 SLOPE " 185 118 -.053 ! 1.562 1185
Confidence Intervals Table
Parameter 9 5 ^  Lower 95R iJtuer 90S Lower. 90% Upper.
I MEAN tA.V) 15 404 3.636 5.422 3.617
, SlO'PE .047 -3 8 __ l P ' ...............
Pegress'D n jfn c e r  'v s  v a r’ac 'e s  
Simple Regression X| ; Gender Y5 Student aspiration
2F n •*'1 . '-•••.v.uii rO 3lJ Il
' f t - ;.75 :c"
6 n j ,  ir jncA
;v'jr:r i f :or i 'V.<n r - ' f b i
* ;  ; ; J l I f "  f  !  C 3
T - \  i ■ ■ ' '
-  ' -1
N(i :! 5 , jr: ihjCkJ
Simple Regression X |: Gender Y5: Student aspiration
Beta Coefficient Taoie
Parameter Value Std Err Std Value t-Vaiue Probability
j INTERCEPT |3 : '4 9
; Slope ! 115 05 078 2 309 ....-.10212
Confidence Intervals Table
Parameter 95% Lower 95% Upper 90% Lower 90% Upper
1 MEAN iA.vj I3572 Î3 47 3 3Ô
1
1 3 462
, Slope . 1 ^ ’ .
1
1 214 033 1 I9Û
Table 5
I n e  f^ac :.T  A rc v a , Age v^s, a : : v a r 'a c ’e s
One Factor ANQVA %i Age Y f. School
«'•1 3 .V j i j  ,-.t , .VMHCi TjC'P
.‘ource DF fur- ;Oi.,.ve? ‘•'eor roujr? ■-!eî!
Set<ve*r :r-ij0S J ■ •r.
.v-r- - ;r'U[- :5 “ :Scc • J  ! . : 0 = j r j ;
•orriponent vif'anfA • CcC
Oro'jD.
One Factor ANOVA X |  ; Age Y | ; School
Count: Mean Std Cev Std Error
jA-15
----------------
lO'j 4 06? 1 679 165
IB-16 253 3 964 1 765 111
jc - i? :36 3 9^5 1 73a 113
lD-16 199 3 739 1 767 125
f....  ............ '"""
j F-1 '■) or older 4 14.3 62? 194
One Factor ANOVA X |  ; Age Y | ; School
Comparison Mean Diff : =i5her PLSD ScneCC* F-tejt Donnell t
A-15 vs B-16 103 397 065 508 j
A-15 vs C-17 093 ,401 051 454 i
A-15 vs D-18 329 41? ........ " 1 563 1
A-15 vS E- 19 or older - 076 527 02 ,261 1
B-16 vs C-17 ..... 309 0 0 1 065 i
y e  - &rcv3. ^ge vrs  - r a c s c u r r e s  fcr v a n a D l e s
One F ictor ANOVA X(: Age Y |: School
i . r ' t a r  ;;r , ' ’sner - i l Z i. c . • i  5 1
. • . .  - ' ; : : 6 J "
. .  I •■’Cl J ? ' e  '
' Z ' r ■ 4 : •
- ''r  -' -1^4 7 1 •
: t ■' II > ' - JO J : • •':• ! ’ ' i ' A
}nç - 3c v r  4n c v3. Age vrs .  a ü  unaccounted  for va r -a n le s  
One Factor ANOVA Xf; Age Y2: Mother s  Ed.
Anaivsis of variance
'.t^rce j f rum :ovare< "Van :4 u a r» ^-ie;t
fe ' ^err, ]reu[c -i 'S  '4 '9  925 4 ' -  'ô
A ■ ." • '.C i " c c  ' :■ I v6ê ? * C ' ;
‘ v t J  ;.c ' '
Moce' :t et' comocnent variance •  U 0 ' 3
One Factor ANOVA X |; Age V2: Mother's Ed.
Gt'ûciC. Count lean; Std. Oev.: Std. Error
. - . 5 tou U288 1 419 139
6-16 253 4.063 1 402 088
C-1? 236 3 852 I 441 094
D“ 16 199 3516 1 466 .104
E- 19 or older L!£......... .............. 3 286 t 486 178
One Factor ANOVA X |: Age V2: Mother's Ed.
Comparison: dean Diff ■ Fisher PLSD Scheffe F-test' >jnnell t
A-15 V? 6-16 225 328 453 1 346
A-15 vs. C-17 437 332" 1669 2.584
A-15 v5 0 - 1 8 771 341" 4 918» 4435
A- 15 v s, E-19 or older 1.003 436» 5.096» 4 516
6-16 VS C -1 7 2 '2
L „ ---------- -
255 662 1 627
» <Signi f icant  at 9 5 f î
O r e  F a c t o r  a n o v a ,  A ç e  i"~ a ; :  j r a c : o ^ n t e c  ^ c r  v a r ’a c ' e s
One Factor ANOVA X; Age Y?: Mother's Ed.
; : n r t p a n s o n “ l e a n  j ; r ' f ' - r f  - ' . . ' C C  j r r e t t  :
6 -  - 6  0 -  : 6 !  ' ? ' : 6 - ■i  } ( ÿ
‘  f t ,  K  i r  '^ 1  Y p r r J  ■ ■  • • * 4
-  '  y C  '  -  '  " ' 3 - ■ l ~ '  * '  - i t
< * - i 7  ^ « s
0 :  2  4 4 Ç
I D * ' 6  v <  z - ' y i  j ! '  ' j i O é r ' !
. _ _ L H
:  5 3 7 !  :  1 5 2
•iiqnincant at ')5R
One Factor  Anova, Age v r s  a h  unaccounted for v a r ' a d e s
One Factor ANOVA X |: Age Y3: Father s Ed.
Anaivsis '.If V jr-'.jnce JCie
- o u r c e  OF Sum  S q u ares ‘ o u a r* ' - ! e ? t
f  e t w e e n  o r o u c s  J ■•Ô5 - -  ' 4 t ;  5^4
W!'.r.ir g rou p s  , ô S “ 0 4 9  ' .fc :  * .'Cl.';'
"O ui ; : 6  ' — I .  - J
Wodfti <1 e?ttma(e of between comoonent var'jncf
One Factor ANOVA X |; Age Y3; Father's Ed.
Group Count: Mean, Std. Dev Std. Error
A-15 104 4 298 1 524 159
B-16 253 3,656 108
C-17 236 3 419 1 718 112
D-18 199 3,291 1 698 12
E-19 or older 70 2 857 ’ 78 213
1. ■!■ .............................................
One Factor ANOVA X |: Age Y3; Father's Ed.
Comparison : Mean Diff.: Fisher PLSD Jcnet'fe F-tesi Dunnelt t
A-15 vs B-16 642 39" 2 611" 3 272
A-15 vs. C-17 079 394" 4 791" 4 378
A-15 vs D-18 1 007 405" 5 95" 4 879
A-15 vs. E-19 or older 1.441 517" 7 469" 5 466
B-16 vs C-17 237 303 588............  .u t 533 .........  .
Significant at 95R
'"ipç p 2 c t o r A n o v a .  A g e  ' / r s A.l! u n a c c o u n t e o  f o r  V a n a D i e s
One F iclor ANOVA X | : Age Y3; FeUier's Ed.
'^:moar'3 in. Mean D i f f . Fisner PLSD. ict ie ffe  F - te s t D jr.netî. :
' b - ' t v3 > ' 6 ' 365 3 1 - - ' 2 - 4 '2257
1
' p . i » /■= w - ' Q )r 45: * ■ 7 OOQ» : ’  4 6 9
.>  : ô , ' 2 8 322 ; 76
f - ' 't» -r 'Idpr ; 4 = 6 ' ■ ! 4 6 8 i 2 42?
1 û -  '0 vS £ -  ' '.!(■ vider 1 434 4 6 5 ! .84 . ' 6 5 3
îiçinificani at '555
- a ; : : r  a n c v a , .-^ge v rs .  a.;: u n a c c c u n c e c  f : r  v a r ’aD les
One Factor ANOVA X); Age Y4; Student aspiration
A n a ly s is  nf v a r ia n c e  Tame
:um :ouar»s “■Vap Tcnar*
-, -• J' . ■ J 77 T  •  ̂ 43c ’t ":4
3cS L - '
Jc-c. ■ :r
" j 'f  seîween comr.onent yar'ar.ce « ’
One Factor ANOVA X |: Age Y4; Student aspiration
'iro'jc Count Mean Std Oev. Std. Error
u . . , 1 104 3 74 54 053
I
G-l f: 1253 3 553 585 043
1:36 3 407 687 045
: 1 
iD-!6 U%9 3,255 785 055
; : - ’9 OP .Vdfp i?o 2,985 85 103
One Factor ANOVA X i: Age Y4: Student aspiration
3)pppar'!0P Mean Diff usher PLSD Scheffe r-test )unnett t
1 ' ? V? ?■“ 1 187 152* 2 25
i A“'5 V: C" 17 334 154* 13 961* 3.99
t
1 A -  ̂̂  '/% fï-1 4 484 159* 17 4 2 2 . 5 533
j A- i Sv f  E“ 1‘3 or oldiÿi' 755 .215» ; 11 807* 5 572
!
i p - i e  V? 3-17 147 125*
1
1 '? 2 28
* Sianificant at
; r e  F a c t o r  A n o v a ,  A g e  V r s  A l l  u n a c c o u n t e d  f o r  v a n a D l e s  
One Factor ANOVA X | : A g e  ¥4: Student aspiration
ComDartson Mean Diff Fisher PLSD Eoeffe  f-',est: Junneit I.
1 '




: 4 4 I 4  :
i 1
E - '9  or older 1 568 ; ' 8 8 * : ? ^54" ' 5  918 '\ J
r . - ' "  ,s u -16 ' 15 ' ;34" : 1 2 ' 2 , 2 202
E -’9 or older , : ' 9 - ; 4 743" 14 356
i ü - 1 6 'S  E ' l '9 o ro lo e rJ- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------- , 2"1i. : 194»J 1 1 878_ i __  ■-
, 2  7 4 1  i
•  Si gni Ci ca ni  a l  9 5 %
S im p l e  R e g r e s s i o n .  Age v r s .  All V a r i a b l e s
Simple Regression X \ : Age Y | : Sender
OF R R-iOUdl'OÜ AOi K-SOudt'Od ôlO Error
:S61 : 023 1 0 0 ' -001 .i..P
ioyrce OF
Analysis of Var'anc? ".ibio
ium -.ouares '“loan iquare F-test
=ecke.-sicw 1 ' : ! 43c
. UAL ,06C . . O 's r v '  OS ; P * 30Ô4
; TOTAL ■o61 l o i s -106
No ftésijuai S ld i i i l ic s  CoiritiuUd
Simple Regression X i: Age Yi : Sender
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter value. Std. Err ; Std Value. t-Value Probability
INTERCEPT 1519
SLOPE -.01 015 -0 2 3 .662 5084
Confidence Intervals Table
Parameter; 95% Low er. 95% Upper; 90% Lower: 90% Upper.
MEAN (X.Y) 1.457 1.524 1.463 1.519
SLOPE -0 3 9 .019 -.034 .015
S im p l e  R e g r e s s io n ,  a g e  Vrs. .All v a n a d e s
OF
Simple Regreaalon X i; Age Yg: School
■v-?qudreo A j |  P - i o u a r e d .  - t o  E r r o r
,8 6 1 ! .0 : 6 : - v O ' : ' ■ !£  :
ii.u r c f OF
A njjysis o f  Var'jr.ce ’ joie
:.urn Souares r*Van •ouare F - ' e s t
■ REySE iSiON i ! 1 : 7 1 6  1 7 : 0 56-; :
' REE'CftAi. i8 6 0 ' '*<e 7^*^ 7 •j  ̂ OC &. '#. 0  = 45C 9 i
; total î e e i : ; 5 5 9 . i
!
_ _ L _  J
No Residual Statistics Comouted
Simple Regression Xf: Age Y2: School
Bela Coefficient Table
Parameter Value: Std Err . Std Value t-Value. Probability
INTERCEPT 4.053
SLOPE -.039 .052 -026 .754 4509
Confidence Intervals Table
Parameter 95S Lower 95% Uboer. 90% Lower 90% Uboer:
MEAN (X.Y) 3,626 4,056 3.845 4.039
SLOPE -.14 .062 -.124 046
S i m p l e  R e g r e s s i o n :  Age v r s .  All V a r i a b l e s
Simple Regression X | ; Age Y3: Mother's Ed.
O F R : R - s o g a r e ü A d i  P - s ü u a r e d 3 t o  E r r o r
1 8 6 1 :  - V . . ‘  0 4  ! ' 0 4 ’  J ? 4
i o u r c e . > ■
A n a l v s i s  0 ^ ’  V a r i a n c e  
î u m  ô ü u a r e s M e a n  ô o u a r e r - t e s t
<  P . ê ' j f t £ S i i O f i ;  1 :  7 4  4 4 5 '  7 4 . 0 4 5 3 6  4 3 6
, R E S i D U A i ,  3 6 Ü •  ’ ' 6 c -  r . 2 . 2  0 5 7 0  «  0 0 0  :
i  ' û T A u i S 6 1 i  ' 3 4 ?  Ô 5 7 -
No Resiouji S t a l i s l i c s  CompoieJ
Simple Regression X i: Age Y3: Mother's Ed.
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter: Value: Std. Err. Std. Value: l-Value. Vobability
INTERCEPT 14.579
SLOPE 1-.257 .043 -.202 16.036 .0001
Confidence intervals Table
Parameter: 95S Lower: 95% Upper. 90% Lower: 90% Upper:
MEAN (X,Y) 3.748 3.939 3.763 3.924
SLOPE -341 -.174 -.328 -.187
S im p le  R e g r e s s io n :  Age Vrs.  All v a n a o i e s
Simple Régression X |: Age Y4: Father's Ed.
Q R-souared AJi R-souared Std Error
-  r  ' ■95 ' 038 ; 037 ' : ’ 06 :
Anaivî^s of'/anance ’able
• , t  * i OF Sum iuuares Mean Oouare F-test
-.‘N . 1 i 99,009 : .99 009 i 34 003 :
*■:: . ' - .A . . '56C :so 4 , 3 .1 ■ C 11 - '
':6 0 3  '65
No -éîi'.:odi Sldliîtici 'woivipuioü
Simple Regression X i: Age Y4: Father's Ed.
Bela Coefficient Table
Paran.eter V a l u e Std Err ; Std. value: .-Value. Probability.
INTERCEPT 14.366
Slope 1 -2 9 6 05! -195 5.831 .0001
Confidence Intervals Table
Parameter 95% Lower 95% Upper 90% Lower 90S Upper:
! MEAN U.Y) 3 406 3.634 3.424 3.615
; Slope -.396 -.196 -.379 -.212
S i r r i D l e  R e g r e s s io n :  Age Vrs.  All  V a r i a b l e s
Simple Regression X| ; Age V5: Student esp iretion
OF, R, R - s o u a r e o A d !  R - S d u a r e d , 3td Error
le e i . ' 267 '0 7 l 1 . 0 7
A n a l y s i s  o f  Variance Table
joufre OF ium Squares. Mean Square F-tesl
; S£GR£5iiON 1 1 1 3 3 . 1 5 6 1 3 3 . 1 5 6 1 6 5  6 5 5
PE:iDUAL j 860 ■ h 3 2  V Ô 1 5 0 3 ; b * -  0 0 0 1
; e e ’ !  4 6 6 . ’ 3 6 1 '- J —  ..
V i KifSlûUâl ildll'JtlCS lùlTipUled
Simple Regression X| : Age Ys: Student esp iretion
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter Value Std Err.. Std. value: l-Value. Probability.
INTERCEPT 3.911
SLOPE -.171 .021 -.267 8.115 .0001
Confidence Intervals Table
Parameter 95S Lower: 95% Upper 90% Lower: 90% Upper:
MEAN tX.'f) 3.374 3,469 3.361 3.461
SLOPE -.213 -.13 -.206 -.136
Table 6
j r e  » a c : o r  A n c v a , S c n c o !  i n .  A i l  . n a c c o u n t e d  f o r  V a r i a b l e s  
Ont F ictor ANOVA X | : School Y \ : Mother's Ed.
Source OF
Anaiv'jiso> /aridncè TaOie
Sum Squares Square test
I  6 e t j o r m  i i r o u D S  ■ 5 !9 036 :  oV ■ ’ ~6fe
w t n r .  j r ; u c 3  ■ : 5 6 0:4 : : |P=
; Ô61
Model I estim ate  or' Between comoonent variance ■ 33?
Group:
One F ictor ANOVA Xf; School V |; Mother's Ed.
Count: Mean: Std. Dev. Std. Error:
A-NGRHS 80 3 825 1 24 139
B-6HS 197 4.102 1.403 .1
C-LHS 70 3 8 1 566 187
D-NRHS 46 3 696 1.533 .226
E-PVEC 284 3.715 1 534 091
One F itte r  ANOVA X |: School V |; Mother's Ed.
Group- Count: Mean: Std Dev - Std Error:
F-CMHS 185 3 827 1 43 105
One F a c t o r  Anova ,Scnoo l  Vrs.  All u n a c c o u n t e d  f o r  v a n a o i e s
One Factor ANOVA School Yf; Mother's Ed.
Cvmoan^on:_____________ Mean Diff.  Eisner >L3D Ounneit
A-N6RHS vs B-6HS 1- :? 7  ; 38
!
hOS ■ 429 1
a-NGPH'5 V? C"i.ha I 02? 1 ueq ■•’02 ’ 1
a-NôSHS vS 0”NRHS j .129 i 53 046 ! 479 !
A-NfiPH? vs E-PVEC j ' ’ 1 36? 071 i ?Q6 '
a-Ni5Rh3 vS. F-CMH5 j - 002 1 384 1:  ’53E-5 1 01 1
One Factor ANOVA X i : School Y | ; Mother's Ed.
Comoarison: Mean Diff.: Pisher PLSD Scheffe F-test: Dunnett t:
6-BHS vs C-LHS .502 399 441 1 484
B-BHS vs. D-NRHS .406 .469 576 1.698
B-BHS vs E-PVEC 387 266* 1 632 2 857
B-BhS vs. F-CMHS 274 293 .674 1 836
C-LHS vs. D-NRHS 104 544 028 377
* Significant at 95f*
One F eeler ANOVA X t : School Y i : Mother s  Ed.
Comoarison; lean Diff : •isher PLSD Scheffe F-test )unnelt t
C-LHS vs E-PVEC 085 382 038 437
C-LHS vs. F-CMHS -.027 402 003 132
D-NRHS vs E-PVEC -0 1 9 456 001 082
D-NRHS vs. F-CMHS -  131 472 ■06 546
E-PVEC vs F-CMHS - 112 271 132 814
One f a c t o r  Anova ,Schoo l  v r s .  A l l  u n a c c o u n t e d  f o r  v a n a o i e s
One Factor ANOVA X\ :  School Y2 : Father's Ed.
Analysis or variance Tan le
S o u r c e  O F S u m  S a u a r e s ' • ' e a r  J a u a r e f - t e s t
c i e t w e e n  j r o u p s  •  S •  6 0  3 * 4 ’ 2  0 6 Ô 4  j 6 2
,  w u n i n  r o u p s  ; 5 o I S - 4 2  5 I S ■  2  9 7 1 1 0  «  0 0  !  2  :
1  T j t a l  1 3 6 1 : ; 6 0 3  1 6 5 — t .
1
-  - - 1
M f i i j ç i  M  e s t i m a t e  o f  b e t w e e n  c o m p o n e n t  v a r i a n c e  “  *  9 ' 9
One Factor ANOVA X |: School V2: Father's Ed
Group: Count: Mean: Std. Dev. Std. Error:
A-NGRHS 80 3.225 t 559 174
B-BHS 197 3,985 1.701 121
C-LHS 70 3 5 17 203
D-NRHS 46 3,283 1.708 .252
E-PVEC 284 3.447 1 815 .108
Ono Factor ANOVA X |  : School V2: Father's Ed.
Group: Count: Mean. Std. Dev : Std. Error-
F-CMHS 185 3 33 1 683 124
- 2c : : r  Ancva.Scncoi  v r s  •̂ 11 u n a c c o u n t e c  fo r  v a r i a b l e s
One Factor ANOVA Xf; ScDoo! Yg: Father's Fd.
I'.'zv "far Oiff.. rearer -L-C Ojnreit ‘
' - -t- JUS* 7 71C
j- ',  ,c - j-.c; ’S 475
I /
; j : s : 007 i ,,, :.4
-  ', .' 5 1 4"3 1 C-):—1-------------------- J5*)
3; îîF»
One Factor ANOVA Xf: School V2: Father's Ed.
CotT.car‘son. Mean Diff.: Fisher PLSD: Scheffe F-test: Dunnett t:
P-f-H- /3 :-LHS 485 471* 817 2.021
B-PHS v'5 D-NPH'5 702 .554* 1 238 2 488
P-PHS /s E-PVEC 538 314" 2263* 3 364
1
16“pH'i vs. F-CMhS .655 346* 2.756* 3 712
:-LHS .-3 0-NRH':, 217 642 088 665
• :'jnif-:arii ai 9Sro
Ona Factor ANOVA Xf: School Yg: Father's Ed.
Comoarison Mean Diff Fisher PLSD Scheffe F-test )unnett t
C-LHS vs E-PVEC 053 451 Oil 23
C-Lr.S vS F-CMHS .17 .475 099 704
D-NRHS vs E-PVEC - 165 538 072 601
1 D-NRhS vs F-CMHS -.047 ,557 .006 166
1 E-PvEC vs P-CMHS 117 32 104 721
C r e  E g c t c r  A n o v a . S c h c o !  v r s .  A l l  u n a c c o u n t e d  for ' / a n a D l e s
Ont Factor ANOVA School Y3; Studont aspiration
Analysis of variance Table
roijrce DF :um Squares Mean Square =-tesf
t'et'^een qrouos ' % 1 11518 :2 3V4 ■ 4 333
wunin qroucs ; 35o 454 617 ' 52 ' 0 » :oo7
, 'otai ; 361 : 466 136 !
Modfi II estimate of between comoonent variance • .355
One Factor ANOVA X| : School Y3: SUidant aspiration
Groub: Count: Mean: Std. Oev.: Std. Error:
A-NGRHS 80 3.188 748 084
B-BHS 197 3.553 .702 .05
C-LHS 70 3.229 802 096
D-NRHS 46 3.522 .781 .115
E-PVEC 284 3 454 .709 042
Ont Factor ANOVA Xf : School Y3: Student aspiration
Group Count Mean' Std Dev : Std. Error:
F-CMHS 185 3 378 735 054
O r ?  C g c t c r  A . r c v 3 , S c r c c '  V ^ s .  a !1 . r a c c o u r t e c  f 'or v a n a o i e s
One Factor ANOVA X |: School Y3; Student aspiration
C j m o a n s o n . M e a n  D i f f  . • ' s n e r  P L S D i c n e 'T e  r - i e s i D v i ' r e i t
1
; a - N O P H S  vS S - B h S -  3 6 6 ' 3 * , : ô ü T * ■ '  ' Î 6
' -  . ' J ' ' S J
; A - N O P b S  v S  S - N P t i . : -  3 3 4 : 6 S * ■ : : 9 i : - n 3
1
I  A - N O P i ^ S  v 5  E - P V E C 1 A  1  * i  1  6 7 2 ; :  6 3 2  ;
j
1 A - N G R H S  v S  F - C M H S -  1 9 1 1 9 1 1  7 6 6
Significant at 95S
One Factor ANOVA X | : School Y3: Student aspiration
Comoarison : Mean Diff.: Fisher PLSD: Scheffe F-lest; )un.iett I:
B-BHS vs, C-LHS 325 199" 2 051 3.202
B-BHS vs D-NRHS .032 234 014 264
B-BHS vs E-PVEC 099 133 43 1 466
B-BHS vs F-CMHS 175 146" 1 099 2 344
C-LHS vs D-NRHS -.293 272" 398 2.119
» Significant at 95R
One Factor ANOVA Xf: School V3: Student aspiration
Comoarison: Mean Diff Fisher PLSD Scheffe F-test Dunnett t
C-LHS vs E-PVEC -2 2 6 19'* 1 077 2 32
C-LHS vs. F-CMHS -1 5 201 429 1 465
D-NRHS vs E-PVEC 068 227 068 583
D-NRHS vs. F-CMHS .143 .236 285 1 194
E-PVEC vs F-CMHS 076 135 243 1 '02
* c ig n if ica r l  at 9 5 ^
S im p l e  R e g r e s s i o n ,  School  and u n a c c o u n t e d  fo r  V a r i a o l e s
DF
Simple Repression Xj: School Y |: MoWiors Ed.
S. R-50udr«g K-souarta !'”C)r
!86l 063 : 0 0 4  ■ 0 0 3 ' I 4 6  '
Source OF
Analysis O'" v j r 'a r c e  ' in !»
jum iouares "ean iauare F-tesi
' k£CRE£SIO< ! j ? 2 0 4  '  : 0 4 1 3 2 7 3
; RESIDUAL 3 6 0 ( 1 3 3 6  6 5 4  :  136 IP '  0 6 6 6
TOTAL 361 1 1 3 4 3 , 3 5 7  i
i i 
. L _  . 1
No flesiduiil Statistics Computed
Simple R egression X i : School Y t : Mother's Ed.
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter; Value Std. Err.; Std. Value t-Value: Probability.
INTERCEPT 4.051
SLOPE -0 5 3 029 -.063 1.837 .0666
Confidence Intervals Table
Parameter; 95S Lower; 95S Upper 90% Lower 90% Upper
MEAN (X.Y) 3.746 3.941 3.761 3.925
SLOPE -.109 .004 -.1 -.005
Simcle Regression, School and unaccounted for VanaDles
Simple Regression X(: School Yg: Fether's Ed
3 Aj| K-S(]gared 5to r r o r
■?6' i  0 7 3 : 0 0 6
CF




-£}-£ : SiON '
O u A L seo C S 5 "  At '. ! o : o  p  = : : : 5
: TO'Ai. 1061 * 2 6 0 !  ' 6 5 . ii. , —.........—... — —.... i
N c  " i f S i o u a i  S t j t ' . s i i c s  ' o m p u t e d
Simple Regression X$: School Y2: Fether's Ed.
Bela Coefficient Table
Parameter Value Std. Err.. Std Value l-Value Probability
INTERCEPT 3.826
SLOPE -.078 034 -078 2.284 0226
Confidence Intervals Table
Param eter. 95S Lower 05% iJDoer 90S Lower 90S UDper
MEAN (X.Y) 13.404 3.636 3.422 3.617
SLOPE 1-145 -.011 -.134 -0 2 2
D e g r e s s i o n ,  School  and u n a c c o u n t e d  fo r  V a r i a b l e s
Simple Regression X |: School Y3: Student aspiration
I f S . R - s o u a r e u A i j  1 P — i o i j â r  e o j t d .  E r r o r
. : 6  ' :  O '  _ _ _ '  1  0 0 9 E - 4 ;-.oc: 1  7 3 6
A n a l  , ' 3 1  )  o ' "  V a r i a n c e  ' a D i e
•  . ; r  H . '.jf : o m  i o o a r e s ■  ■ l e a n  i o u a r e F - W S t
. ' f t :  :  ^ ] :  0 4 7 ' 0 4 7 :  O c "
5 6 0 4 6 6  0 9 9 , 5 4 2 '  P  =  7 6 9 4
: 4 6 6  1 : 6 1 :
N o  P e s i o u a l  S l a l i i i i c j  O o i v i p u t o o
Simple Regression X%: School Y3: Student aspiration
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter Value Std. Err., Std. Value: l-Value: Probability
INTERCEPT 3 404
SlOPE 004 ,014 ,01 .295 .7684
Confidence Intervals Table
Pararfieter 95S Lower 95% Ubber . 90% Lower. 90% Upper
j!"EAN (A.Ù 3,372 3.47 3.38 3.462
1 Slope -.024 .033 -.02 .028
„iidl .Il 1.11 il.iiu.L.i 1,1.1,Il Ww     Jti, .Lillli'w.l'.: ■-.
<D
Ore -a r / .o^  anova ,  M o t h e r s  E l  anc  ^ n a c z o u n t e o  for V a n a D l e s
one Factor AMOVA X;: Mother's Ed. Y ,: Father's Ed.
A n a i v s ' s  o r '  v a r i a n c e  ,  a t i i e
: o u r c e O F j u m  S d u a r e s ' • ’ e a n  î a c a n » ' - t e s t
f e t w e e n  o r n u p s c ■ ' 3 : 6 7 J - 6 V I
w i t n i n  j r o u t s : S 6 ■ Z v : 6  : 3 2 :  ;  “ j 0  =  Z Ù V i
7 u a - 6 6 : : 6 C 3  ' 6 C
- ■ ' o d e i  I I  e s t i m a t e  y '  n e t  w e e n  c o m p o n e n t  v a r i a n c e  «  2 2  ' 7 " ^
One Factor ANOVA X |: Mother's Ed. Yf ; Father's Ed.
Group: Count: Mean: Std. Dev.: Std. Error;
A-< junior high 85 2 071 I486 161
6-junior high 53 2 358 1,469 .202
C-': high school 206 3 126 1 443 .101
D-high school 211 3.488 1.616 .111
E-vocational 182 4.099 1.622 .12
One Factor ANOVA X |: Mother s  Ed. Y ,: Father's Ed.
Group Count Mean: Std Dev ' Std Error:
I f-iinive>*si(v 125 4 056 1522............................. 136
One F a c t o r  Ancva  Motf ier ' s  E l  ana  u n a c c o u n t e d  fo r  v a r i a b l e s
Comparison:
One Feeler ANOVA X |: Mother's Ed. V i; Fether’s Ed.
 M e a n  O i f f . .  ^Vsner ^ 1 3 0  C cn etT e  F - t e s t  j u n n o t i
' A- j u n i o r  vS B - j u n i o r  I  -  2 8 8 •  0 6 6
' A -  ' u r i ' . ' f  / s  i i q n  ! - '  0 5 6 c » c %,lA
I A-- lufiior - vs. C'-nmn 5 , - '  -118 ;iOW *
1 A-' I un'or v5 Ç-vocati i -2 028 to 104
I  A - '  j u n i o r  v s  F - u n i v g . . -2 785 4:6" 3 2  9 9 J » i 12 844
• iignificaniat95S
One Feeler ANOVA Xf : Mether's Ed Y(: Father's Ed.
Comparison: Mean Oiff.: Fisher PLSD Scheffe F-test: D'jnnett I
B-junior high vs C-< high... -.768 466" 2 088 3 231
B-junior high vs, 0-high s... -1.13 .465" 4.544" 4.766
B-junior high vs E-vocat -1 74 473* 10 45" 7.229
B-junior high vs F-unive.. -2.498 496* 19 513" 9 878
C-< high sc. vs D-highs -3 6 2 1 148 2 396
* Significant at 95S
One Feeler \NOVA X | : Mother's Ed. V | : Father s Ed.
Comparison; Mean Oiff.: Fisher PLSD Scheffe F->est' lunnett t:
C-< high sc. V? E-vocati. -9 7 3 308" ! 7 684" 6 198
C-'. high sc... vs. F-unive... -1.73 343" I  19 565* 9 391
D-high school vs E-vocal -611 306" j 3064* 3 914
D-high school vs. F-unive... -1,368 342" j 12 345" 7 856
E-vocational vs F-univer -7 5 7 352" 1357* 4 225
<*Significant at 95R
On* f a c t o r  Anova, M o t h e r ' s  E l  and u n a c c o u n t e d  f o r  V a r i a b l e s
One Factor ANOVA Xf; Mother's Fd Y2: Student aspiration
A n a l y s i s  O '  v a r i a n c e  ' a b i e
S o u r c e  D F ' z ' j m  - q u a r t s  ■ > a r  ' l o u a r e f - t f S t
r - i ' w o e n  j r o u o s  5 ' 9  9>i  "  m '  t '  O U * l
i v i i h i r  j r o u D S  ,  5 £ t j ; t  ; s  - î ' â ô ; P »  j O G 1
" x j i  ,  * j 6  ‘ : J 6 f c  :  2 6
'•'ooe* I fsltrnate of’ bt^tween rornoonent vjnanc* •  :
One Factor ANOVA X |: M others Ed. ¥2: Student aspiration
Group: Count; Mean: Std. Dev.: Std. Error:
A - junior high 85 3 094 868 094
B-junior high 53 3.358 623 .086
C-< high school 206 5.248 797 056
0-high school 2) 1 3.365 .765 053
E-vocationai 182 3 588 .604 045
One Factor ANOVA X |: Mother's Ed. ¥3: Student aspiration
OrouD Count ' Moan: SldDov
!
Std. Error:
F-i,iniverjitv 125 3 806 034
=3: : : r  a r c v a ,  s  E-l anc  ' j n a c c o u n t e a  fo r  v a n a t i e s
One Factor ANOVA Xf: Mother's Ed. Y2: Student aspiration
'-ear, Oiff -■•r.er ~ilu icrieiT'i ; :C3- O’jl.ir lt
-t “ ■Of i  :-,^nior ■ “ 1 0 4 '
Z ' • • •' ' - ■ c-7 ■ -Q
, . . 0 " . ’ ."i .'-■■■’. r i - w ' ' " f  * ’ "0?
J -  ■ . < X' - J44 ■■'0* c .. -c  #
. : ■• ji'.' .p •>?* •, ' r r t , ■’ ' ib
.i; <5;
One Factor ANOVA X |:  Mother s  Ed. i 2 ‘ Student aspiration
Ovnc-ariscn Mean Oiff.. Fisher PLSD Scheffe F-tesl; Dunnetl t;
; 1 
{f-janior nigh vs C* ■ high . j 111 : i 3 208 102)
: !
1 g- 1‘jnior n,oh vS O-fMOh s 1 - 006 213 .001 059
|g - i '/ i  ;r hi,y. ;> S-/ooat  ̂- .229 : i 6 - 868 2083
1
1 f-ii.ini'.'»' ii'on vs r-ijnive. i - 45 .227* 3 021* 3 886
' 1 
! St O-'t'ghs 136 577 1 698
* Si îvncar,' jt iïf.
One Factor ANOVA X |: Mother's Ed. Yg: Student aspiration
toTioarison Mean Diff ■ F'Sher Pl.SD Scheffe '- te s t; Junnett t-
............ ..
(>'■ high sc vS E-vocati - 34
1
1 1 4 ) '
1
|4  496* 4 741
C-'. higi- sc vs f-ijnive... -.56 1.157* 9 815* 7 005
D-h'gh S'.M'C’.'' V? f-vhcat - 223 ! 14* 1 952 !3 124
ù-1'iigr, sci'iovi vs F-uriive “ 443 1 156* 6 19* |S 5 6 3
'E-vccafv^a' vs P-umver ------------------------------- 1
1 161* 1 442 12 685 ___j
* 'îiî':‘‘'Câ'‘t at
S i r n d e  P ç ç r e s s i o n ,  M o t h e r ' s  Ed. and u n a c c o u n t e d  f o r  V a n a D l e s
Simple Regression X | ; Mother s  Ed V ; ; Fether's Ed
DF R. A-souardd. Ad I R-Sduared Std, Srror
! a t  ' . A62 ; . : i 3  1 1 . 5 4 3
Analysis or'Variance Fable
.•our ce DF ium Souares: Mean Square F-test
> 5 5 6  7 1 : j 5 5 6  7 1 2  2 3 3  ; S :
CiD'-'Al 860 : : o A 6  4 5 : : :  !8 • f » )': o  1
. "L ' :>.■ • , : 6 0 ! . ! 6 5 '—  . .  _  !
k i  K u s id u d l  S l a t i s i i c s  C o m p u t e d
Simple Regression X t : Mother's Ed. Y |  : Fether's Ed.
Bela Coefficient Table
Parameter: Value Std Err.: Std. Value: t-Value Probability;
INTERCEPT 1.406
SLOPE .549 .036 .462 15.296 .0001
Confidence intervals Table
Parameter. 95% Lower: 95% Ubber: 908 Lower: 908 Ubber:
MEAN (X.Y) 3.417 3,623 3,433 3.606
SLOPE .479 .62 49 609
S ' m p i e  R e g r e s s i o n ,  ^ ' c t n e r ' s  E-l ang u n a c c o u n te a  for v a n a D i e s
sim ple Regression X |: Mother s Ed. Y2: Student espiretion
1 3 6 ! [ : ? 3 ‘  0 " j '  ;  ' 0 6
A n a ; v : i :  o r ' ’ i c i e
: o u r : 9 D F . ' o r  f o u d r e ? " e . i r  r o u a r e
T E  j P E : 3 i v N - U f - J 3 4  6 T 4  t O " , :
^ E E i C U A L Ü 6 C ' J !  ' , 5 C C  ,  D  - -  v :  \  •
‘  T ' . ' T A l : 6 : : - ! 6 6  ' 3 6
Nü ftesidudi .M d lii ix s  OoniDuteo
Simple Regression Mother’s  Ed. Y2: Student espiretion
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter value: Std. Err Std. Value t-Value. Probability
INTERCEPT 2,894
SLOPE 137 .016 ,273 8 313 0001
Confidence Intervals Table 
Parameter 95X Lower. 95% Upper %% Lower 90S Upper
MEAN (X.Vl 3 374 3.466 3.381 3,461
SLOPE .105 ,17 .11 164
Table 8
One Factor Anova, Father s E l  ana Stuaent Aspirations  
One Factor ANOVA X | : Father's Ed F | : Student aspiration
A n a i v î i s  o r '  v a r i a n c e  F a o i e
E o u r c e  D F ; u i ^  :  a u  a r e s " ' e a r  5 o u a r e “ - t e s t
S e t - A « i j r i  i r o u f ' S  5 , 4 3  5 : 4 ' I7 b :7
---- - >
w ' l ' i n  a r p u D S  .  5 5 6 4 : :  c : : '  4ÿ4 p *  0 0 0 1
■ p u i  5 6 - 4 6 6  '  * 6
' • f o o e i  0 » ' c o m p o n e n t  v a r ' s r c e  »  '  6 ^ 2
One Factor ANOVA Xt : Father's Ed. Yt : Student espiretion
■' ' ------------
A-' junior high 192 3 132 937 062
6 -junior high 68 3.25 .72 087
C“< high school 173 3 301 725 055
D-high school 137 3.469 729 062
E-vocational 163 3 564 648 051
One Factor ANOVA Father's Ed. V |: Student aspiration
Group' Count' Mean: Sid Dev Std Error
F-ijniversity 139 3 799 469
1
i 04
/ e  Factor Anova, Fathers  E l  and Student Aspirations
One Factor ANOVA X |: Father’s  Ed. Y |: Student aspiration
: .n ca'" 50'‘ ’■̂ ear. Diff. Z'sner PL 50 '••’est. Our,nett t
M  -  j f ’ : . t ."j iji'iof 1 1Ô , 56 " A i •: .63
A .  -  . . . -  ""iin . 1^6# • 1 ,ij% , 2 jA '
A -  .  , / j 1 ! 56 • ; 4 ' . , M * i 4  494
A.  .. . . ■ Î  • - / ■ ' ■ a ! ' -J 7 7 '49* ^ C ' 7 . ? 'O f
- ' J I u V K -  6 6 ' : ^-:c» ' H  '  3 * . 5 ‘̂ 25
■ '.'jr.! .If
One Factor ANOVA X |: Father’s Ed. Y |; Student aspiration
• r-* •• j r  2 r Mean Dtff.: Msher PLSD Scheffe F-test: Dunnett t
6-1 r-’r v$ i - -  r.ign -051 051 503
c-'i.jnor I'liqn vj 0-high s.. -239 205" I 052 2.293
f-j.;n'or riçjn •/; £-vocat -3 1 4 199" 1 922 3.1
E'-mn'W ni'jn vs f-unive -5 4 9 .204" 55 6 6 " 5.275
C-' high .’j 0-high s - 188 158" 1 1 2 345
.•.ijnncânt at '35P«
One Factor ANOVA X | ; Father s  Ed. Yt ; Student esp iretion
Oompaneon Mean Diff. Fisher PlSD Scheffe F-test: )unnett t
1 C-‘ high 3c vs E-vPcati . -2 6 4 151" 2 367" 3 44
1
1C-- high sc vs P-unive . -4 9 8 157* 7 743" 6 222
j D-rigk VÎ E-vscat -0 7 5 16 171 925
1 û-high schijol vs F-unive . -31 166* 2 67?" 3.659
i E-vC'.'.)!".''iat V? ^-'.imver -2 3 4 159" 1 666 2 886
': : r ir ;a r t  at 9S^
Simçie  Regression, Fathers  Ed. and Student AsDirations
Simple Regrtpaien X;: Father's Ed Y |: Student aspiration
O F P . P - s o u a r e o . Aji K - s o u a r e o  ; t o  E''rjr
■ 6 6 ' ‘ . 3 ,  . 0 9 0 8 9  ;  - 0 3
i o u r c e OF
A n a l y s i s  n r  v a c a n c e  
O u m  j j i j a r e s
' a c i i e
M e a n  ; o u a n e  F - t e s t
.  1 j U l  9 0 4  •  9 :  :  :  ’  ' 9 8 4
3E:iCt;AL i  5 6 0 ■ P O J O ' o 4 9 3  ; 1 1 -  0 0 0 1
' O ’ A l . 5 6 ! ' 4 6 6  ' 3 6 . .  .  1  . .
Nc WgSIUual OullSl,:: . .UTiDUWC
Simple Regression Xt : Father's Ed. Y |  ; Student aspiration
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter value Std.Err Std Value l-Value Probability
'Tntepcept 2.974
SLOPE .127 .014 .3 9,219 0001
Confidence Intervals Table
Parameter. 95S Lower: 95% Uooer: 90% Lower: 90% Ubber
MEAN (X.Y) 3.374 3.466 3.362 3.461
SLOPE .1 .154 104 15
Table 9
On« Factor ANOVA X |; €endar Yj: JWS
Anglv;'? ,1' Vir'Src*
■rC'jr:* OF T'.im : .v^ are s '■'■‘ s r  - T .a r? ■*'es‘
?e*v»ee" s r ' ' i r e , 1 •J ’ ■  ̂■
^irrin jrOUDS 560 169ô 'v  52" ?»  r '. 'f .
'vUi ■jb ! tÿbc'5 t'J"
Mcce' ■: estimate betf tee ' ' , r c m c o n e r t  - j r ' a r . : ? *
One Factor ANOVA X \ : Gender Y i : JWS
Sro'jD Count Mear. old. Dev. Std. Error
Male 439 99 786 9 67 462
Female 423 100 047 ------
8 277 
----------------------- 402
One Factor ANOVA X | ; Gender Y | ; JWS
:omparlson: Mean Diff.. Fisher PlSD ::heffe F-test Dunnett t
Male vs Female -261 1 205 ; 426
irrc'a s ç ç r e s s i c n  >W5 vrs. Demccracnic va n a b ie s
Orne Factor ANOVA X ;:A go Y(: JWS
Aoâivsis 0'' variance "atie
îource DF i'jm ; :uare« Mean rquar* r.tçç»
■ f  et^een qrouos ■ :< r )6d S: 'bo 627
A/'tnin irouDS iZ~' , c k  z i l 305 C '  63:4
■ /Ji ô f t - k c T  64"
' e?''r^ate aev^een .-omconerr var'anc?
One Factor ANOVA X i: Ago Y*: JWS
Grouo Count: Mean, Std. Dev.- Std. Error;
A-15 104 100 529 10015 .982
6-16 253 99.486 8,399 .528
C'17 236 100 496 9,553 622
0-18 199 99 457 8.527 .604
E 19 or oilier 70 99 886 9 112 1.089
Ont Factor ANOVA X | : Age V t : JWS
Comoanson Mean Diff Fisher PLSD: Scheffe F-test Dunnett t:
A -15 vs 6“ 16 1 04? 2 062 246 993
A-15 vs C-17 033 2 083 2 429Ê-4 031
A -15 vs 0-18 1 072 2 142 241 982
A -15 vs £-19 or older 64.3 2 736 053 461
8-16 vs C-17 -1 01 1 602 383 1 237
- e c r e s s i o n  v ^ s .  D e r n o ç r a c r ' ' :  v a r ' a c ' e s
One Factor ANOVA X i: Age Y ,: JWS
'..'TCcT’îc r '•!«an D)tf . F : after ^ i :L ' i c r e f f f  ' - l e s t Dunnett t
3 - ' 6  : - ' 3 ' 0 2 9 i : 6 7 7 2 :5 T E -4 J34
■■■ “ 1
vr Jsgr ■ - 4 2 T-' » ■■a
fS ' 40"
'  -  42-: -  4i: i 4 .
Factor Anova, School vrs JWS
One Factor ANOVA X i : School Y i ; JWS
Aiiaivsis variance Taoie
?our'*s DF Sum Squares ■''ear Square' "-test
f'.Htwee''' jr ij ijc s  Î ;  1  r .  9 4 1 222 388 ■ :  ■’ 6 8
w'Lnm jr c u p s  c 5 t 1 6 8 7 7 3 . 7 0 6 1 8 0  3 4 3 I D "  O ' 7 3  1
’ .U ji , 8 6  ' : 6 9 8 6 5 . 6 4 7 ;
Model II estimate of between comoonent variance • 28 <409
One Factor ANOVA X |: School V |: JWS
Group. Count: Mean: Std. Dev.: Std. Error:
A NGPHS 80 98.625 7.249 81
B-BHS 197 99.178 9.571 .682
C-LHS 70 97.871 8.594 1 027
D--NRHS 46 96,717 9,392 1,385
E-PVEC 234 101 218 9 202 .546





Std. Dev Std. Error:
! c-cmh? IPS 100 32<4 8611 633
- i r ' - ' T  Aofu/q ' / r cV ' V «4 «# « * I 'II*, * *4 ; vwt ' WV-  ' « » ”'«•
One Factor ANOVA Xi ; School Y; JWS
I - ' m o a r ' - c n " e a r ,  C - f f s r - e r  : _ : C ' j r e f ' e  - - t e : ;
A ' N t 3 f r 5  /S B “ 0 H ' S - :C : '7 7 T :4? 4t-:
"5-4 • a'5 ,‘tC7
M-NvMr ; /I - ;.9: :  : 5 c C5'0
A-N(îC'HS v5 E~®VE'.' ' 5 9 ?  !
f
' 045 :  286
;
A-i'(CiKhi vS r ~ C M H o -  t V 9 9  ! 2.354 : 4C1 i ! 417 1
* Significant at 95R
One Factor ANOVA X |  : School Y |: JWS
Comoarison: Mean Diff.. Fisher PL S O Scheffe F-test; Dunnett t.
B-BHS vs C-LHS 1 306 2 448 219 1 047
6-BHS vs 0-NRHS 46 2 861 02 314
B-BHS vs E-PVEC -2 041 1 631* 1 206 2 455
B-BHS vs. F-CMH5 -1.147 1.80) .312 1.25
C-LHS vs, D-NRHS -8 4 6 3 339 049 497
• Significani at 95 R
One Factor ANOVA X f ; School V t : JWS
Mean Oiff.: f;«her DlSD' Scheffe P-test Dunnett— -----------------------------
C-LHS vs E-PVEC -3 347 12 348" 1 1 566 ! 2 798 1
4 ................... - J
C-LHS vs. F-CMHS -2 453 i 2 469 j .761 i" > 5  j
D-NRHS vs E-PVEC -2501 ! 2 ■'96 11 ■ • .... .........  _]
D-NRHS vs. F-CMHS -1.607 12 899 ! ^37 1 1 088
E-PVEC vs F-CMHS 894 ! 1 662 ! 22?—1------------- —
I
Î 1 056
• Significar.t at 95R
)ne F a c t o r  Anova.  M other  s  Eo. v rs .  JWS
One Feeler ANOVA X | : Mother s Ed. V | : JWS
Analysis Of variance aoie
Source DF Sum Squares '-'ean Square ' - ! * S t
.  •
■ Between groups ' 5 ,3 0 7 ?S? . f  55 ' .  -57
'  'witnir groups =56 : 64577 54 ' ô ’ IcS 10 • 5Ô0Ô I
' Tutal 56 ' :  64555 6 J"
riodel il «siimate of between comoonent variance • -3.9-J6
One Feeler ANOVA X*; M others Ed. V i : JWS
Group: Count; Mean: Std. Dev.: Std. Error:
A-< junior tilgti 85 99 635 8 746 949
6-,|unior high 53 97.925 7 421 1019
C-'. high school 206 100.30! 8 757 61
D-high school 211 99.976 8,734 601
E-vocational 182 100 385 9.9 734











> e  C3c:cr -^pcva, '"'cire'' -s E:. vrs , ws
One Fee tor ANOVA X | : Mother's Ed. iy. JWS
C:mcar!Son *^ean DifP -■jnar - ' . ;û xr.^tTa -•■•.esi r;ur,n«ti :
1 A— luniut' S-tumor : -r»c • . d j
' A*' .< “"jn * " i ?
A"' jiji'üor Ù-nign f ' ' *'
! A-' junior v; £-v'X.?t' 1 - 7JQ • 7 -.Ç-----1-~——I-----------
' .'6
., J
j A--. jurilCH' v5 r-ur,!vtr I  ̂ *̂ 00
One Fector ANOVA X |  ; Mother's Ed. Y | : JWS
Comoarison: Mean Diff Fisher PLSD Scheffe F-!est Junnett t
B-junior high vs C-< high . -2 376 2 726 586 1 711
B-junior high vs. 0-high s.. -2 052 2 719 439 1.461
B-junior high vs E-voeat -2 46 2 762 611 1 748
B-junior high vs F-unive... -1,595 2.901 233 1.08
C-:high sc. vs D-highs 325 1 733 027 368
One Fector ANOVA X | : Mother s  Ed. Y | : JWS
Comparison: Mean Diff Fisher PLSD Scheffe F-test Dunnett t:
C-< high s c . . vs E-vocati -0 6 4 1 6 1 002 091
C-< high sc... vs. F-unive ,781 2 006 117 764
D-high school vs E-vocal . -4 0 6 1 79 04 446
D-high school vs F-unive. .456 1 997 04 446
E-vocational vs F-univer 665 2 056 136 626
»3c::r  Anova, Fathers  E l  v-s.  j WS
One Fector ANOVA X | ; Father’s Ed. Y ) ; JWS
A n a iv s is o f  v a r ' j n c e  '.«Diu
■  y  . ‘ F  • u n '  r O M a r e ? ' ■ V a n  S q u a r e
; ;  i , c ï  :  4 b  _ S ’  4  J  S 2 3 6
A  : S c  i t  *  4 4 6 6
:  X  , 0 ^ ! . c S  ;
‘ ■ ' o o ? '  "  e - r m a t f  . w "  r , » ;  4 4 # * ^  o o m o o r e n t  v a r ' a r o e  • - 1 2  4 5 6
One Fector ANOVA X, : Father's Ed. V i : JWS
';rv;C Count Mean; Std, Dev : Std. Error;
'
JA- jur:-r high '82 100 121 8 554 .634
. f-iunior fiiqti 68 99.956 9.56 1.159
{c* high iChoot 1 7 3 99 78 0.502 .646
f
' ii-h!jh school 1 3 7 99 248 7,708 .659
1 £-.oc.ît'.;r.a!
' ..........................-  .................. 1 6 3 100 025 10 596 83
One Factor ANOVA X | : Father's Ed. Y |: JWS
Court Mean- Std Dev Sid Error:
!1?'Î 100 317 9 215 762
One f a c t o r  Anova, F a t h e r  s  E l  v rs .  JW5
Ont Factor ANOVA X \: Faihtr's Ed. Y^: JWS
. ‘■iTiMrisori Mean Oiff.
a -  .uriiüf v'3 5-;uiiiCir .: '6 ?
?55
A- uriur in j .i , 4. VV V we
'  9 ' ! 000 'NQ
I A— jurnoi' vs r-jfitve.. i-  '96 : 39" , OO •
One Factor ANOVA Xf : Father's Ed. Y| : JWS
Comparison: Mean Diff,: Fisher PLSD: Scheffe F-lest: Dunnett t:
f)-junior high vs C-: high 176 2.537 004 136
&-junior high vs. D-highs... 708 2629 056 528
6-juhior high vs. E-vocat - 069 2.559 001 053
6-junipr high vs F-unive... -361 2.623 015 .27
C-^ high sc vs 0-high s . 532 2027 053 .515
One Factor ANOVA Xi : Father's Ed. Yi . JWS
Comparison: Mean Diff.: •isher PLSD Scheffe F-test )unnell t
r ”
C-< high sc vs E-vocatl -2 4 4 1 935 012 248
C-‘. high s c .. vs. F-unive... -.536 2.019 054 .521
0-high school vs E-vocat -7 7 6 2 054 II 742
0-high school vs F-unive.. -1.068 2.134 193 983
E-vocat ".mal vs F-umver -.292 2 046 016 28
One Facior anova, : t v : e r :  s a s c t r a r  ons. vrs. jWS 
One Fector ANOVA X ] ; Student espiretion  Y ) ; JWS
lource DP
Anaivsisot varwnce :<îDiô
-urn icuar»: '-Van Square
II est’mjte <if between :orrcicr-m variance • -2" .'79
B elw -^ er o r coiv; ^ : . J 5 • » S V .3
' ^ ' t r i i r  q r c i j O î  : 5 ô t ë c c 5  -O'. f. * i ’â ' ic
, T , u : 6 :  « ■
One Fector ANOVA X | ; Student esp iretion  V i : JWS
QrouD. Count. Mean. Std. Dev.. Std, Error;
A-ijuit ii s /job 15 99.8 10.178 2.628
p-h s/job 83 99 892 9 047 993
C-h .5 /vocational 268 99.948 8.25 486
0-h s /university 476 99 901 9 425 432
One F eeler ANOVA X | : Student esp iretion  V t : JWS
Comparteon' Mean DOT. Fisher PLSD: Scheffe F-test: Dunnett. t:
A-quit h s vs B“hs/job -0 9 2 497 4 359E-4 036
A-quit n s . vs. C-h.s /v -1 4 8 -• 692 001 .062
A-qult h s vs D-h s /u - 101 4 646 001 043
B-h s/job v5 C“b.s /voc -.056 2.207 001 .05
B-h s/job V? D-h 9 /univ -01 2 107 2 718E-5 009
One Factor Ancva. St'jdent s Asoirat'cns vrs JW5 
On« Factor ANOVA Xt ; Student aspiration Y ; : JWS
Csmpar^son:_________ Mean Oiff. ►;sner ^'.00_____^-'.eit. Our,nett
( ' i ~ ' _
- n  s  j  . > 4 -  •
■ •rr-'NIP Cûi-'rôccipr'  'W'’ >/'■« / T a r r y -  / a r i a r ' a c
Simple Regression X \ : JWS Y i : Sender
DF H P-souai'rd AO. •*-:Ouâl‘ed Etc E r r o r
!eei i 0:5_.
::F
- 'a - .  -IS • ; . f  .  , i r  arcv 
rup'i ;t)udi'**s
"iC.'S
' V . i r  rOujP* :- '4St
üEvhEH'jN , ;-iE
"E: C\,Ai X :5
'  ̂ ,
; : V  ' Al : s e ‘ ■ ♦ j r j—
!
H ù  P e ç i d u J l  S t a t i s t i c s  C a m c i u t e d
Simple Regression X |  : JWS Y $ ; Sender
Bela Coefficient Table
Parameter Value. Std Err Std Value: l-Value. Probability
INTERCEPT 1.41
SLOPE 001 002 .015 426 .6705
Confidence intervals Table
Parameter. 05% Lower 95% iJDber 90% Lox.'er. 90S Upper :
MEAN (X.Y) 1.457 1.524 1.463 1.519
SLOPE -003 ,005 -002 .004
' : ' e  - eg re ss 'o n  vrs. L’emcaracp':  V2r'2D’es
Simple Regression X \ : JWS Y2 Age
; ^ - s o v d r e o Ad;  - t o  : r
7 ' : • : : 5 E - J '  7 C ' ' ■ 4 '
i o a i v j : ?  / , f  j f d n c e '■. ice
.• - : > “■'•‘ .iri - o u . i r e  - - v s r
: c
- : '  7 . - . i t ' : ' ■ " 0  ■J 6
, , , .  , - 7 '
i - .................. ........... 1------ - . - '
Nci :esiduj:, Btatisucs ■-'omi.-iuteu
Simple Regression X): JWS Y2: Age
beta Coeffioeni Table
P.)( .gmeter \aiue Stv Err 5ld value I-Value. Vobabiliiv
t INTcPCEPT ,3 022 I .
■ T ........... ..
I oL'jPE
1 “•
* “ 00 2 1 004 1-013 378 7058
Confidence intervals Table 
95% Lower 95% Upper ___90% Lower 90% Upper
: i ' t A N  K.K.'i 1 1 2 . 7 0 2 12 . 9 3 5 2  7 9 4 2 . 9 2 3
El OPE i - o i . . . . . . 1 . 0 0 7 - 0 0 9 0 0 6  1
S'r^c'e Pegres î icn  jw S  vrs Der^cgraonic var'ac'es
Simple Regression X| : JWS Y3; School





Sum Squares -ear Square ^-tesi
. ^E'jR£:iiON : : - c '  :; .ô c7 ,7 64
RES DUAL 06C : : 5 7 6 : '3  i2 996 '  OOSc
'OTAL :86: ,1599 1 ! 1 1........  '
No ResiOudI SUtlstics Compuloo
Simple Regression X i: JWS Y3; School
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter Value. Std. Err.; Std. Value. I-Value. Probability.
INTERCEPT 2.134
SLOPE 018 007 094 2.764 0058
Confidence intervals Table
Parameter; 95% Lower 95% Uooer 90% Lower 90% Uboer:
MEAN (X.Y) 3.826 4.056 3.845 4.039
SLOPE 005 .031 007 .029
Simcle ^egression .WS vrs. De'r:gr3cnic VanaDles
Simple Regression X(: JWS Y4; Mother's Ed
Of Q. P-iOujred AO P-iOudi'eo :U  : ' ' r i r
'%■ ■ :'"7 :
Ar.a:,?::. .ir . j ;" j r c f 'i r .e
.mjIT rOujres "far  .-ji.ai'f .'-lesi
:E3P.E:: Cfi ■
, P£::C',Al ,Cc.C . . •c j :  :-5m :  Jj.
T a. •cA3
No PoS'Ood' C vmoutfC
Simple Regression X;: JWS Y4: Mother's Ed.
Beta Coefficient Taole
Parameter Value Std Err. Std value t-Value Vobaoilitv
INTERCEPT 3.573
SLOPE 003 006 017 489 ,6247
Confidence Intervals Table 
Parameter  95% Lower. 95% Upper ^0% Lower 90% Upper
MEAN (X.Y) j 3 746' 3.941 13.761 3.926
Slope ! - 008 014 1 - 006 012
) iT[!e  ^egress ion j W5 v ŝ . Oerr.cgrgpnic var’a d e s
SimpI# Regression X | : JWS Y ) : Father's Ed.
" J F 3 H - j û u a r e ü  : i o  E - o r
: 3 6 ! ,  0 0 3 ' 6 . 5 ; ^ E - 0  / ' J
j o v r c e : f
A n a ' v s i s  j f  v o r ' o r c f
E u m  E o c o r * ?  " f . « r  E c u a r e  - - ' e s i
: f O h £ i i , O N , : i  0  i  T  '  T  O v c
i « E S i D ü A l '  T C O ' : e c 3 ' d 6  ^  ; ~ C 3
i  '  W  M L : - 5 e ’ ! C £ 0 !  ' c :  !
N o  P e s i o u a l  î t a t i s i i c î  C o n - . p m e o
Simple Regression Xt: JWS Y i: Father's Ed.
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter. Value Std. Err.; Std. Value t-Value: Probability
INTERCEPT 3.47
SLOPE 4,93 IE-4 .007 .003 075 .9403
Confidence Intervals Table
Parameter. 95% Lower: 95% Uooer . 90% Lower. 90% Upper:
MEAN (X.Y) 3.403 3,636 3.422 3.617
SLOPE -.012 .013 -.01 Oil
S i n c i e  P.egressicf! JWS vrs Dericgracnic '/ar’acles
Simple Regression Xt: JWS Y2 - Student aspiration
D F S . R - i o u a r e d A d ;  R - 5 d u a r e o . Sid E r r o r
!S6! ! : 46eE-4 ,:,:54E -5 001 : ■ ’ 3 6
A r a i y s i s  O f '  V a r i a n c e ’ a o i e
: o u r : e : f r u m  r o u a r e s ' e a r  r o u a r e - - ' e s t
: : E ' 3 ; E C J 0 N ;  ’ ,  :  C ' 0 4 E - S '  004É'S .  c s : e - 3
• - £ ;  C U A u 5 6 C ,  4 C c i  :  % ■ 0  -  4 4 6 6
: T A T A , : 3 6 : ' 4 6 6  : 3 6
N o  R e s i d u d i  S u t i s t i c s  C o m p u t e d
Simple Regression Xt; JWS Y2: Student aspiration
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter. value. Std. Err,. Std Value t-Value. Probability
INTERCEPT 3.422
SLOPE -1.199E-5 003 -1 468E“4 004 9966
Confidence intervals Table
Parameter; 95ÎÎ Lower 95% Upper. 90% Lower. 90% Upper
MEAN (X.Y) 3,372 3.47 3.36 3.462
SLOPE -.005 .005 -0 0 5 005
Table 10
One F a c t o r  Ancva,  G ende r  vrs .  All V a n a M e s
One Factor ANOVA X f. Gender Yg: ASB
Andivsisoi variance ijcie
r ù c r z e  D F . ' ■ j m  v j f j a r e s ' ' • ’ e a n  > o u a " e F - r e s t
r ? ' )  : i ‘Z 3 0 ? .  : 3 4  3 5 5
• V ’ - . -  ' ; r - , c 3  : c v ; 6 c ■  5 3  0 - i o 1 P  *  7 0 0  '
5 6 1 r r . 7 Q c  - r - - r
" " f  '  "  " "
1
e ; t ; r n a t e  o r '  P e t  w e e " ■ r o r i o o n e n t  v a r ' a n c e  • 9 7 2 6  3 3 7
One Fector ANOVA Xf : Gender Yq ; ASB
Group: .‘.ount: Mean: Std Dev : Std Error:
Male 439 139 938 7 47 357
Female 423 146.676 7,085 .344
One Factor ANOVA XI : Gender Ye: ASB
Comparison- Mean Diff Fisher PL SO' Scheffe F-test- Dunnett t-*r
Male vs Female -6 738 974* 184 355" 13 578
ilgnificanl at 95J5
One f a c t o r  Ancva.  Age vrs, A :E
Ont Factor ANOVA X | : Age Y ; : ASS
A n a i v s i ?  ' . I f  v a r t a r c *  " a c i «
io u r:?  DF t'jrr, -(ji/are? ■•>.!P :diA»re ' - f e s t
. f  (v*i?r jrnurs ' 4 : : 3 v : 8 l : : è : S 7 2 6 6 :
w.ipin j r  jucs 5 4 6 o 9  07 6 3 .7 9  ! ■ n = c : : 6
: i t  ' ~~~i9 —a  _ _____ ___1
Mode! II estimate ot‘ comoopent variapc* •  2 9  6 9 5
Srou£,
One Factor ANOVA X |  : Age Y |  ; ASB
Count Mean Std. Dev Std, Error;
A -15 104 43 952 7 369 723
6-16 253 43.893 7.984 502
C-17 236 43 771 8 111 528
0-18 199 42 06 7 745 .549
E -19 or older 70 41.443 9 071 1 084
One Factor ANOVA % ; : Ago Y*: ASB
Comparison Mean Dtff Fisher PL3D: ScheCfe F-test; Dunnett I
A -I5vs 8-16 059 1 826 001 063 j
A -1 5 vs C-17 ,181 1 845 009 192 1
A -15 vs 0-18 1 892 ' 897 958 1 957 j
A-15 vs E-19 or older 2 509 2 424" ! 032 2 032 j
8-16 V? C-17 122 1 4 1 9 007 169 I
• Signincant at 9?fî
Cne z g c t o r  Anova. Age vrs .  ASB
One Factor ANOVA X |; Age Y*: ASB
Comoanson: Mean Diff Fisner PLED Scneffe F -test. Dunnett t:
j B” vs. [)” 1S 1 I Ô33
I
1 1 485* ' 1 467
; ? - '6  /s E-’9 or older ’ 2 J5 , 2Ç, ' 2 2"": '
:c - i7  vs D -'s . '. '  1 ; ■ :09* ' .79 2 .26
I : - ' "  vS E~'9 or older ; " '7-.^ '7 4 ' ’ :4" : : ' 4 :  '
iD-:ô vs. c - '^  or oioer \ : T ■2 >79 556
Significant at 95R
One f a c t o r  Anova.  M othe r  s £a. vrs .  ASB
One Factor ANOVA X | ; Mother s Ed. Y, ; ASB
?,o'.irce CiP
Analysis oi variance Tapie
rum rouares '^ean rouare c-test
êetween ornuos ■1423 843 '284 "69 4516
wunm. ircuos :56 ; ; Ï 9 "  509 .63.056 D » vvvS
!ô61 . 55399 352
Mocf 'I estimate oetween component var'ance ■ •s-J 343
One Factor ANOVA X ; : Mother’s  Ed. V f; ASB
Group. Count; Mean; Std. Dev.: Std. Error:
A-< junior high 85 41.729 7 199 781
B-junior high 53 42.151 8.617 1 184
C-' high school 206 43 675 7 (7 7 535
D-high school 2)1 41 844 8,004 .551
E-vocationai 182 43,846 8.179 606
One Factor ANOVA X | : Mother's Ed. Y i : ASB
Group Count• Mean Std Dev Std Error
F-univerjity 125 45 52 8092 724
One f a c t o r  Anova, M othe r  :  Ed. vrs .  .ASB
One Factor ANOVA X{: Mother's Ed. Y p  ASB
'r .c a r 'iv n •’ear, Diff.. M=n«r :L:D. •j.'.e'Te r-iesL ['unr.ett l.
A - jf'or Ô ?-'unior - ‘̂ 00 - -’■-6
A- ■ ■'• ? ■: - ■-.îr  ̂ . ijÇ ■ '.I'lO ' ;
- • • J . 03 • •
A - * ■ *' : f ' -î’ :
"i ' 1 ' * :  3 :6 ' : 395
» *. -,r - / ,* » J* r
One Factor ANOVA Xf- Mother's Ed. Y |: ASB
Mean DIff.. Fisher PLSD. Scheffe F-lest; Dunnett I:
6-ji.iMOf h'gh v5 C-: high -1524 2 401 31 1 246
f.-iijruor niqn vs. D-high s... 307 2 395 013 252
f.-jijnior high vs. E-vdCal... -1.695 2 433 374 1 368
B-iunor nigh vs f-unive.
. .  .
-3 369 2 5 5 5 ' 1.54 2 588
>  high 5f vs d-high S 1 831 1 527* 1 109 2 354
• Signii'ivsnt at %%
One Factor ANOVA X |: Mother's Ed. Y | : A S B
Oomoar'îOD' Mean DiFf ' Fisher PL'30 SchefFe F-test Dunnett t
high sc vs B-vocati - 171 1 1 566 009 Of)1 " “ ................................
1C"'. high sc vs r-ufiive... -1.645 ) 767" 84 2 05
vs ?-vOCSf -2 00? 1 5 7 7 ' 1 24? 2 493
1 p-hi.jh SChOtii , S ‘ -Ufilvé . “3 676 j ! 759 ' 3 3 6 5 ' 4 102
!
! vs ^-univfr |-1 674 i ' f ' ................................. 1 659 I 8 ' 5
'• «••r* Jf* * 0^^
One F a c t o r  Anova,  F a t h e r ' s  Ed. v rs ,  ASB
One Factor ANOVA X): Father s  Ed. Xy.  ASB
Analysis 1)1 variance Tame
3 o u n c e : OF- Sum Soiiares: Mean Square =~test:
re'.weeri oroijbs ■5 '723 391 ;  I J d  6 7 8 : 2.265
A i ' n i r ,  qrouDS , 556 '5.46:’5 96 ,63.574 1 p •  0463 j
: ■̂ jtai :86! 155399 35: !-  I
'ii)']ei " fîtirnate of'between conoonent variance ■ 16 16I
One Factor ANOVA X, : Father's Ed. V |  : ASB
Group Count: (lean: Std. Dev.: Std. Error;
A-< junior high 183 41 698 7,855 ,582
6-)unior high 68 42,515 6,398 ,776
C-( high school 173 43.665 8,627 .656
D-high school 137 43,263 7.597 ,649
E-vocational 163 43,988 8,044 ,63
On# Factor ANOVA X |  : Father's Ed. Y |  ; ASB
Group Count’ Mean' Std, Dev : Std, Error'
F-university 139 44216 8 355 709
One F a c t o r  Anova, F a th e r  s Ed. v rs .  ASB
One Factor ANOVA X,: Father's Ed. Y r  ASB
Came arisen. M e a n  D i f f ■ i s n e r  - . C D D - . n n e : ;  :
1 A - '  j u n i o r / 3 ? - j u m c r 1 -  a ! 7 '  • * 7 , ■ " 9
'  A - .  " i r i i n r V ? ' ' ’ ■ a n , 1
1
1
A - .  u r i i . i ! ' V Î C - ’ o g r  : : i î • ■ 5 9 9 ■  •
'  A -  u r i o r V ? E - v ' c a c - '  J ' : :  7 5 "
A -  j u n i o r . v 3 j n i V r i , - 2 5 i 3 •  - f - . :  ■  5 6 5 i :  " 9 7  .
Significant at 95%
One Factor ANOVA X i : Father's Ed. V11 ASB
Comoarison- Mean Diff. 'isher PLSD Scheffe F-lesl. Dunnett t
6-junior high vs C-'i high -1 15 2 245 202 1 005
6-junior high vs. D-high s .. -7 4 8 2.327 08 .631
B-junior high vs E-vocat -1 47.3 2 265 326 1.277
B-junior high vs. F-unive .. -1.701 2 322 .414 1.438
G-1 high s c . vs. D-high s 402 1 794 039 .44
One Factor ANOVA X ; : Father's Ed. Y | : ASB
Comparison: Mean Diff : Fisher PLSD: Scheffe F-test: Dunnett t:
C-< high sc vs E-vocati -  323 ! 712 027 .37
C-. high s c .. vs. F-unive... -551 1767 073 60S
0-high school vs E-vocat -7 2 5 1 818 122 783
0-high scnool vs. F-unive . -9 5 3 1.669 196 991
E-vocahonai vs F-,,niver -2 2 8 1 811 012
.....  - ..........
One Factor Ancva. Student s ASD'raticns vrs. ASB
Ont Factor ANOVA X i ; Student aspiration V | : ASB
Source- DF
Analysis ot variance "abie
Sum Squares Mean Square' F-test'
Between orouos Is :053 5l 604 503 i l l  009 '
i WiiTiin qrouos jasa 53345.54:  c : --5 0 » 0001
: Total iô6l : 55399 35:
II Mtimate of oe'.weon comcooont var'ance ■ 00?
One Factor ANOVA X| : Student aspiration Yf : ASB
Group. Count; Mean; Std. Dev.. Std. Error:
A-quil h,s./job 15 40,133 5.153 1.33
B-h s/job 83 39 964 7 533 827
C-h 5./vocational 288 42.201 8 007 .472
D-n s /university 476 44 498 7 936 364
One Factor ANOVA X f : Student aspiration Y |  : ASB
Comparison! Mean Diff.: Mjber OLSD Scheffe F-test' Dunnett t:
A-quit h s vs B-h s/job 169 4 342 002 077
A-quit h.s ... vs. C-h.s./v... -2.148 4099 353 1029
A-quit h s  vs 0-b 8 /u -4 365 4059* 1 485 2 111
B-n.s/job vs, C-h.s /voc . -2 317 1928" 1.855 2.359
B-h 5/job vs D-h s /univ -4  534 1 841" 7 79" 4 834
Significant at 95R
O r e  F a c t o r  Anova, S t u d e n t  s A . s c i r a t ’ons  v r s  A5B
One Fector ANOVA X | : Student aspiration Y i : ASB
ô m p a r ' S W . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ i ' l e a n  D ' f f   - ' s ^ e r  P l - Q .  O c r w t f e  F - l e s l  D u n n e U  t
:-ri5..rjc vs 0^: S . " j 1 7 ; -ss" j" :7 *  '??66
L.
Sicr<if'-ani ai ^S’?
"c'e ^55 vr* Derrccraon^c '/anaD les
Simple Reqraaaion X ) ; ASB Y t : Sender
' - - ■:Obdl>’.'! :.;o
t'- •— ' - 5 - i
- r j -, t ; j  . s r ' j r c f
' ,r :>jr. r juar is .-ûuâi'ê
? z  • ' : i c  CCb i 5 4  3 5 5
■ "  Z'dô • f Ci = : c c  ’
a  ' c ’ T - i c e
'i., "e-'Ouj' .v iT 'C i /é C
Simple Regression Xf: ASB Yt: Gender
beta Coefficient Table
Parar^’ete!' . )i';e ;l.d Err Std value. l-Value Probabihiv
'ifrEPCé:" ■ 35": . . . . . i  . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . . 1
; Ole 1 0 0 : 1 42 113.578 .0001
Confidence Intervals Table
Par arfi^'K Lower %% Ucoer 9 0 S  Lower 9 0 S  Ubper,
j : 4 6 1.521 1.465 11 5 1 6
i 0 1 2 0 3 0 2 3 ! 029
S i r n c ’e R e g r e s s i o n ,  a S 5  v r s ,  D e m o g r g p m c  V a n a d e s
Simple Regression X;: ASB Yg: Age
DF R R-souai'eo A j i  P-5oudieo Mo : : " 'o r
: "O ' ■ ' • 000 ' " f '
Ar..,i.v«:5or’ .J i' j r c r ".ic.ie
-•■.iur'ce :F iur.’'  iouacrs V j r  .-.juare "-re s t
; . .N ' •  • : : 2 :
"5  : 56C ' • • ; ; : c 6 30 : , :  - 00, 3
-  » ,■ V » . I f  • • ■ '3 0  " ^ 3
'■lo S'esijudi Statiîîicî iomput̂ ci
Simple Regression X |: ASB Y2: Age
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter Value Std Err Std Value t-value Probability
INTERCEPT ' 3.4Ô1 1
SLOPE T-,014 005 1-.10Î 2 976 1 003
Confidence intervals Table
Parameter
1 MEAN (X.Y) 12.762 2.935 2.794 2.922
i SCOPE 1-024 -0 0 5 -022 -006
■ç.rnr :û Cûgcçççi.Ap, v^c, : e n : ç r 3crK: variaoies
Simple Regression Xf : ASB Y3; School
y 3 5 - i o u d i e o A o i  M - : o u a r * ü  5 l o  E r r o r
5 6 ! ,  0 4 6 ■ . 0 0 :
A n a i v - ü  : i f '  V j r ! . i r c f
- y i u i r  ; V j r  : ; - a r - ‘  - - ' â S C
' ■ - w 3 c :  - r e  '  ô c ;
- c  ;  r . : r .  • ;  : ' 6  0  *  ; " 9 Î
”  .  “ L î i  • '
'(O-ei.Osij' [..i-'Dvirc
Simple Regression X |: ASB Y3: School
Beta Coefficient Taole
Parameter vanje Std. Err. ild  value t-Value Probability
I .NTEPCEPT |4.37 11
i oLCPE 1-01 ,007 1 -  046 1 343 .1798
Confidence Intervals Table
Parameter 95% Lower. 95% Uooer 90S Lower. 90% Wooer
MEAN (X.Y, [3 320 4.053 3.345 14.039
SLOPE 1 - 024 005 -0 2 2 1 002
S i m c i e  R e g r e s s i o n ,  ASB Vrs, D e m c g r a c n i c  v a n a c ’e^
Simple Regression X;: ASB Y4: Mother's Ed.
OF 3-souared -iiJi K-30uOi'eO
: gf 1 ! 108 : 012 6
.•OUI'!.'? OF




:ECi;E::|CN ‘ 1 “ '
-Er.CiAL • OcO ' 5 C  \ '
86; : ig j r  z T
VÙ HpSidudi it:'.i .
Simple Regression X i: ASB Yg: Mother's Ed,
B e t a  C o e f f i c i e n i  T a c i e
P a r a m e t e r  V a l u e i t d  E r r L t d  v a i u e i - v a l u e P r o b a b i l i t y
INTERCEPT j 2.M 1
SLOPE 1.02 .006 108 3 187 0015
C o n f i d e n c e  I n t e r v a l s  T a b l e
Parameter: %% Lower 95R Upper; 90% Lower 90% Upper
MEAN (X.Y) 3 746 3.941 3 762 3 925
SLOPE .008 .032 01 03
: ' . ^ D i e  ûegress :n. A5B Vrs Demoqracnic /ar'ao'qs
Simple Regression : ASB Yg: Felher's Ed.
3 Ê ' ■05
i  ,  .  V M r c e
■ ■  ' i c ; . » ' > ; u r r  \ ] u a r f s  " e a r  ; o u a r e - - ' e s t
. 'PECC.Ch : 5  i - i  " 6 4 'i  6 6  V
2 : " -  t 2  . : ÿ " ■ a » 0 6 2
■
'K. -riiOud' rijti-li:- ;
Simple Regression X{: ASB Yg: Fathers Ed.
Pîraw.er V  3 n j e
B e l a  C o e f f i c i e n t  T a o i e  
b i d .  E r r  E l d  v a l u e . t "Value P r o t i a t i l i l v
T
I N T E R C E P T 12534
SLOPE I V fc. 0 CO: Ill .00:
C o n f i d e n c e  i n t e r v a l s  T a b l e
Parameter {i5% Lower 95% uooer 90% Lower 90% Uooer
MEAN (X.Y, 3.4Û4 3.635 13 423 3.617 1
SLOPE 008 037 . 1.01! .035 1
= e g r e s s i o n ,  V ' s  D e T o g r a o r ’C v  ar t  3 D  l e s  
Simple Regression X); ASB Yg: Student aspiration
 ; ___________  '-r^udi rO  Aj, “J : £  ■■or
'■.I ,ir:“
■ ‘ O ' -  : o u . y - I '  ■ ' U . o r - ^
'i‘. “'i'i %.) : ;.r j'. •..' . . '■
iimple Regression X |: ASB Y&: Student aspiration
:?ta £ .4"' . tot "ane
j  ,•■' : l :  £■'" i i - j  , ' . " V  i i  j t r r v b a to U tv
‘. ' i -  ■ ■ i -
...... r  — 1 1
i — :---------- i O v3 : "'Ô9 i 3  6 5 5
1
0 0 0  ’ 1
C on fioence  i n t e r v a l s  T ab le  
'•̂ 7̂, tower iSJi UD&er 90% Lower
T
t -  .
- i-^







-3 c tc r  arov3, Oencer yrc v a n a o le s
One Fector ANOVA X | ; Gender Vg: VS
Aimivàis Of , inanee acie
v . ' u r : e  D P  ' : u r r  : q v a r * ç ' • ' e a r  ) ü u a r s p - ' e s i
r - '  ' r  '  j C ' j - : : :  j 6  ' j 9 ! 5 : : U 8  ' 4 9 '  1 J 9  4 d
i v  t n i n  j r ; u n s  5 6 0 . ; 0 ' O 6 " 5  2 D C :  3 4 9  6 : 6 1 0  *  0 0  0  i
' . u i  CC ' ;  3 5 : 9 : 6  J . 3 -
1
— 1 _
“■'ocie' •' e î t ' n . n ?  o ’" Deïwf»'"' :nm r,)r,erit v . n a r c “ •  5 1 8 9 6  5 2 3
One Fector ANOVA X i : Gender Yg; VS
Group■ Count Mean: Std. Dev Std. Error'
f-ial? |439 94 586 19 748 943
Female |423 79.014 17,543 853
One Fector ANOVA X |: Gender Yg: VS
Comparison- Mean Diff : Fisher PLSD: Scheffe F-test Dunnett t'
Male vs Female 15 574 12 501» 149 44* 12 225 1
* <Significant at 95R
v n e  / r s  7 5
One fe e le r  ANOVA X | ; Age Y) : VS
Ana, ,9 5 y . a r '  ".ic e
-•ouroo ÛF ; =0'J.r->: • 'e r  ::u a re " " ' f  51
j r -MjCi 4  ' :4 4  fC'fc 16'i
, *  :n'n ; r : jP :  ; 5 '  : :  j '
! :owi , 00 : 1^0 i
Mod?! II estimate of between component variance •  - 16 215
group:
One Factor ANOVA X |  : Age V | ; VS
Count: Mean: Std. Dev, Sid. Error:
A-IS 104 85.221 19949 1 956
B-16 253 85 806 22.683 1 426
C-17 236 87 7 ’2 18 955 1.234
D-)8 199 68.603 19.149 1 357
E-I9or older 70 86 329 18 605 2 224
One Factor ANOVA X f : Age V | : VS
Comparison Mean Diff Pisher dlSD ôcneffe F -tesf >jnnelt t'
A-lS VS 8-16 -585 [4631 015 246 i
A -i5vs C-17 -2 491 14 679 273 1 345 1
A - 15 vs D-18 -3 362 14 611 476 1 36 j
A -15 vs H-19 or older -1 107 16 ’47 03! 354 1
8 - '6  vs C-17 -1 906 13 596 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J
One f a c t o r  Anova. Age v r s  vS
One Feeler ANOVA X t : Age Y ) : VS
O o m o a n s o n ; ' l e a n  O n ' f , ■ ^ s n e r  P i t C - , v c r i e f f e  " - ' , e s i t ' ^ n r e U
'  B - 1 6  v s  [ ) - ! 8 ! " 9 7 3  " 6 7
1
3 3 ' •  J 3 "
5 - ' 6  v s  E - l ?  ? r  O l d e r 3 .  3 6 9 " 9 -
i i .  -  v S  Ü * ' w 43 '
'  S  o r  / o e r 1  T Î T , 3  J -  ■
D - : c  v s  E - i ' j )  or o i d e r 3  5 . 3 ,  ' 6 3 o v o '
One ^ 3 c : o r  Anova,  Scnoo l  vrs .  vS
One Ftctor ANOVA X | : School Y | : VS
A n i i v s i s  o t  v a r i a n c e " a o i e
• o u r r e -  D F S u m  :-:,u3r»a ^ • l e a r S q u a r e f - t e s t
S f i  * e e r '  o r - ' u p s  >  5 s o ' M  s : s C ' c 9 0 5 I  c ’ 3
w i t n i n  3 r : u D S  ô £ 6 3 4 9 c - :  . A 3 . 4 0 6 4 4 6 :  '  5 3 9
. 5 6 ' i  3 5 : . : : C  4 5 "
M o d e  I  I I  ^ s t ' n a * ?  o f  c o m p o n e n t  / a r ' a n c e  «  5 0  0 9 1
One Factor ANOVA X |: School Vf: VS
Group Count. Mean. Std. Dev.: Std. Error.
A-NGRHS 80 86 95 18 189 2.034
B-BH'S 197 88.68 18.548 1.322
C-LHS 70 87 043 17 315 2.07
D-NRHS 46 90 957 20 167 2.973
E-PVEC 284 84 437 21 655 1 285












O re )^2Ct:r A rcva. S c r e e !  ' v s
One Factor ANOVA Xr- School Yj vs
'•'ean Dif'f * '3 n e r-150 lurrr': :
1 - ' 7 3  ? : s 9 . 6 - 6
' - '"17 - Jil?
' 1
■ . ■ C-
- J ' ,  ̂*
' Ç ' 7 = ij' '95 ' 463 •
; - 'k,4 j 5 306 i 356 I
One Factor ANOVA X i ; School Y i : VS
Mean 01 ff.: Fisher PLSD; Scheffe F-test: )unnetl L.
;;  :-LH5 ! 637 5 52 068 582
!
. E -6H'5 VÎ 0-NPh5 -2 276 6 4 % 095 .688
E-PVEC 4 244 3 673" ! 026 2 265
1
|E -6h'5 V? P-CMM'5 767 4.061 ,027 .371
: C-L^C e -‘;PH'5 -3 914 7 53 208 1 02
One Factor ANOVA X | : School Y i : VS
Comoarisof" Mean Diff Fisher OLSD Scheffe F-(est Dunnelt (
; '! -IH? v« E-PvEC 12 606 |5  294 1A7 9 6 6
1
1
|C - . ' i 5  . i  '-C M h S j - 8 7 ! 15 5 6 7 0 1 9 3 0 7  1
!
1 Pi,.kjOu': ..Ç c _ 0 \ / c r 1 k  CO
I ‘
16 3 0 5 " 824 2 03
*—N P '-r  .•? i 3  0 4 3
— i --------- — -----
je 536 167-------------- -
914
-
' c.C'.'C ' r./'Muc I - t  J7-? ! 7 74?» I 66? I t 9 2 '
# I * 3* ^1 » J# m *
One Fac to r  Anova, '■'’c t h e ^ c  i-i vrs, V5
One Fictor ANOVA X\ : Mether n Ed. Yi : VS
Analysis of Variance Taoie
?c>ijrce OF Sum S o u are ; ’’V an :o u a r* = - te s t
B f 'w e e n  urnups 5 : 5 5 4 5  9 7 5 : " ' , 9  195 733
A :."r, :r :u B s ' “ 5 6 ■ S - t ' ïô C  4 6 : ■ 4 c 5 c ' d , p » 0 : 5 5
' .  . . . . .  . . .
3 5 :9 2 6  - 3 7  .
'■'ooe' •' e;t>m ar» o f  Betw een com ooneni v a rian ce  * WO 6 7 5
Croup
One Factor ANOVA X | : Mother's Ed. Y |  : VS
Count: Mean: Std. Dev,: Std. Error:
A-■ junior high 85 88 153 16 945 1.838
8-junior high 53 86.566 19.394 2.664
C-'. high school 206. 85 228 20 151 1.404
D-high school 211 91009 19,697 1.356
E-vocational 182 85 709 19941 1 478











:n e F a cto r  An: \/-a I'-lptnor « Fn vrs. v 5
One Factor ANOVA X |: Mother’s  Ed. Y| : VS
Come an son. "ear, l Z. t ."•e'f'e --'.est Cjrret; •.
; A-- v5 5-juiiior '■ 56 T : ÏZ' C-!' JC
‘ A - ' ' /< . ; ')C5 : ''4A :̂ 4 ' ’ t
A- jUfilOl' v-i C-'i;qn j ' C 55" : j 4
* A-.' /« : ; JAJ Ç ' ;c 1 11 :
, A- jul'.iOf /S F-jnive ! J A \ ‘i 1 ' 44"
One Factor ANOVA X i ; Mother's Ed Y | ; VS
Comparison Mean Diff. Fisher PLSD Scheffe F-test: Dunnett t:
B-junior high vs C- ■ high 1.338 |5  09 037 431
B-junior high vs. 0-high s .. -4.443 16 076 .412 1 436
B-jurior high vs. E-vocat 357 |6  172 015 273
B-juhior high vs F-uhive .. 2 51 i 6 482 116 ■ 76
C-. high sc vs D-high s -5 781 |3  5 ^ 3 ' ! 717 2 '33
• Significant at 95R
Ont Factor ANOVA X |: Mother's Ed. Y , : V S
Comparison- ^ean Diff Fisher Dl_5f) Scheffe P-test Dunnett t
C-< high sc vs E-vocat 1 -  481 14 023 1 0 " 235 1
_ _  J
C-< high sc . vs F-unive . 1.172 Î4 483 1 053 513
1
1
B-high school vs E-vocat 5 301
1
l 4 *
1 j 1 35.3 2 601 1
D-high school vs F-urnve . 6953 |4  463" 1 1 3-058 i
E-vocatlonai vs F-,.imver 1 653
1





One F a c t o r  Anova,  F a t n e f  s  Ea. v r s  >/s
One F ictor ANOVA X i: Father's Ed. Y | VS
Analysis or variance ' ame
DF --'.est
ret/feen orouDS 5 '62? 7-'j. r ' J "* f ■
witnin orsuos : 55c 35 i 30: COM <H ’ j M* :  « : : 6
.Total ,96: 3 5 :9 :6  43-
Model II estimate of between comoooent variance • -  '09
One Factor ANOVA X | : Father's Ed. Y| : VS
Group: Count: Mean Std. Dev.; Std Error:
A-< junior high 182 88 511 19 899 1 475
6 - junior high 60 88 926 19376 2,35
C-( high school 173 87 468 19 085 1 451
D-high school 137 86 547 21 277 1 818
E-vocational 163 86 098 19 613 1 537
One Factor ANOVA X(: F athers Ed. Y |. VS
oroup Count Mean Std Dev Std Error:
F-univensity 139 64 662 122 164 1 882
jne Factor Ancva, s E o  vrs '/5
One Factor ANOVA X\ : Father s Ed. Y| : VS
C o m o ar 'so n ‘^ e s r  j i f f '  s r e r ; :n e 'V e  F - t e s t D unnett t
1 A-* / jn io r vs ? - ; i jn io r . : o d ■  J 4
A - - ,S " ] r 1 J  : : : V
'  A - *  i j f i tvv I - ' " / !  : '  • - 4 ' i C S t '
1 n  1  . % » *
1  -  '  '
>•: ' T l ' ' :  J ' ? 1 C J J '  l A j  1
!  A - V? " - . .r iv e '  3  Ô 4 9 ;  M J ” '; :  f t 'H
1  *
One Factor ANOVA X i : Father's Ed Y | : VS
Comparison. lean Diff.; ■isher PLSD: Scheffe F-test: Dunnett t;
6-junior high vS C-< high . 1 458 5 692 051 503
6-junior high vs D-highs 2379 5899 125 792
6 -junior high vs E-vocat 2 828 5 74! 187 967
6-iunior high vs. F-unive... 4.265 5 885 405 1.422
C-< high sc. vs D-high s 921 4 548 032 397
Comparison
One Factor ANOVA X |: Father's Ed. V f: VS
Mean Diff ■ Fisher PLSD ScheiVe F-test Dunnett t
C-< high sc vs E-vocat!
- - ■— r-------------- --"-I
1 37 j 4 341
r-........ ....-...... ..i
077
................... ...  -1
62
C—• high sc vS f-unive 2 806 1453 296 1 216
D-high school vs E-vocat 449 14 609 007 '91
D-high school vs. F-unive . 1086 14.767 12 773
E-vocational vs F-umver 1436 |4  59i 075 6 '4
' / e  -3cv:r  Anovg, S tu a e n fs  Aspirations vrs. V5
On« FfCtor ANOVA X |: Student aspiration Y; : VS
< i r , a i v ; i 5 o r  v a r i a n c e  " " a c i e
• > !  ' f :  a v a r e s ■ • ' e a r  S q u a r e
..  , , - . v  ; •  : è  '  ' V  '  3  " Ï 0 t 3  7 4 ■  6 4 8
u n s  : & ■ 4 0 0  c 2 4 D  ■  . - 0 0  '
- i  _ _ _ —  . .  . .
■1* ne'.ween comoonent variance « 687 722
One Factor ANOVA X | ; Student aspiration Y | ; VS
Of'j'jp. Count: Mean: Std. Dev., Std. Error:
: A-quil 5 .'jvti 15 92 733 25.246 6.518
ip-h
n  _  . - J
97 217 17 356 1 905
j C-i'i s / vucalional 266 89.42 18.154 1.07
j
j[)-h < '■.inive''<itv 47f, 64 172 21 301 976
One Factor ANOVA X |: Student aspiration V |: VS
Oontci.inson Mean Diff Pisher PLSD Scheffe F-test: Dunnett t







I A-Uuit I'l i vS C“'"i 5./v .. 3.313 10 405 ~ 1 .1 3 .625
1 A- '•!*»  ̂ « V? 0-h ? /'U 6 561 10 703 j 887 1 631
' 6-'' ,.U ■■j .*-i‘. /vOC 3 797 4.695 1,773 1.523
,6-- ? ■5 2-" ? ''.inIV Û 045 4 677* [48M * 7 799
One - a c t o r  Ancva ,  S t u d e n t ' s  A s o i r a t i o n s  vrs .  VS
One F ictor ANOVA X i : Student asp irition  Y i : VS
L m c a r  -cn :_____________ ' ' ' e an  " j i f f . F : s h e r  P u ;C   O i ,nneu
; -»> ; .'S 0 - ' ;  :  ■ 5  I ' J c  -  9 3 3 *  J  ' ' t *  7 3  ' 3
• 3t ?S.’5
ûûçraçç .Qr_ vs.  v r s  C'emogr3CT''C v a r ' a c ’e s
Simple Regression Xi : VS  Vi: Gender
' 8 f ' : o 5
: . f
A r . j l ,  ; : =  ;.*■ , j r ' . i r r f -  " i r ,  t-
; , i j m  i o o i i ' f t ' î  ' V . ^ 0  ;  j i j j r e  - - t e s ’.
:  0 3 -  :  -  ■*.  - 1 9  J - J
. ; C : C ^ o  o  =  y , v
i  r  *
No -̂ esidurf; ÔtdUSUCS .̂W-puléO
Simple Regression X i : VS Y | ; Gender
Bela Coefficienl Table
Parameter value Sid Err . Sid Value I-Value Probability
! INTEPCEPT I2317 1 I
1 SLOPE 1-01 i 001 1-365 12,225 0001
Parameter
Confidence intervals Table 
95R Lower 95% Upper: 90% Lower:  90% Upper.
MEAN (X.V) 1 46 1.52:' 1.465 11.517
SLOPE - C11 -008 -O il -0 0 8
S ^ m c ' e  P ? c r e s s : o n ,  Vs v r s  D e r n o a r a p m c  v a n a D l e s
DF
Simple Regression Xi VS Y2: Age
i e e i ' 0 4 5 : c :  X '  ■ - 4 6
i o u r c e :'F
A r j I vS i Z  'J  . V'  . i r r j  ” i r >
.-■jn' ’- j r  - ' l u a r e  - - ' e s t
, ' I C v E ' i S . O h : : 4 t  : . 4 t r  ■ ’ x
, ^ESiCvAL ôbC - .  .  L' - ^
■ OÇ * ' « 7, \  ' 7 7• ML -C
Simple Regression X1 : VS Y2: Age
Parameter  Value
Beta Coefficient TaDle 
Std Err . Std value t-value Probability
INTERCEPT 2 .6 3 9 ........................1 1
SLOPE .003 .0 0 2  ! 0 4 5  1 1 3 0 6 1911
Confidence intervals Taoie
Parameter : 9 5 S  Lower 95% Uoper 90% Lower 90% Upper
MEAN (X.Y) 2 .7 6 2 2 .9 3 5 12 7 9 4 1 :  9 2 3
SLOPE - 0 0 1 ,0 0 6 1 - 001 : 0 0 6
■;’r:p!e ^ e q re s s ’or, n  ;2r'3Cies
simple Reqresslon X] : VS Y3; School
DF ; AOi - - i O u J r e o  ,D.j - r i ' u r
-• f  ' ! 035 . DO ' ; T A E -3 ■ - 3-
A n j i y s i s  :.r' . ' a r  a n c e " a c re
: ' , u r  - ■ c :<jiT .-'joar'i-j ■>ar. . - o o a re  - - ' e s t
; E j ; E i . i i v h 3 . 0;
: 'D ' .  Ak r f . : : .c : ^ . . - ' ' 7•  V  ^
. ' C ' A . 2500
Si. MM': üuji j
Simple Regression X): VS Y3: School
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter Value. Std Err Std, Value. I-Value. Probability
INTERCEPT 4 2  1 1
SLOPE -003 I 003 ! -.035 1.013 .7 M3
Confidence Intervals Table 
Parameter 95S Lower. 95% Upper 90% Lower 90R Upper'
MEAN IA,Y) 3.B26 4.056 13.845 4.Û39
SLOPE -009 003 1 - 006 002
: ' e  - e ç r e s s ' o r ,  vs .  v r s  j e n i o q r 3 D n ! c  v a r ' a c l e s
Simple Regression X |; VS V4; Mother's Fd.
> ' % "‘“^Ou.ved AO' ^"rOu.veo
• :  '
Ana:. '.ar\ini:# ' i c e
• - . . r :u r  ';i.,ares 'e ir . - - . .r - -  'AS:
" *■
■ * : C " "
Simple Regression X |: VS Y4: Mother's Ed.
Beta Coefficient Taoie
f'arac'-t.er . a,ue Std Err Std value i-vauie. Prot) ability
-----------,  ' 1 ■ e ■ ' ' ! 1iNi t r  '.E- 1 4 v5c- t i l l
, ;02 1.0')2 1  - 034 1 991 1 3221
Confidence intervals Table
Param eter Lower 95% Upper 9u% Lower 90% Upper
. " E a N  , < , r i  ■ :  7 4 6 1 3 .941 13 7 6 !
1 1 
. .  iT  9 2 5  . . . . . . .  .— 1“  —
. i - l P -  i -  0 0 7 1 .0 0 2 1 -  0 0 6 .... I 0 0 2  ..............!
t . r r r  M pogr<?cc;r,r, ,  v s ,  Vi'S D e m o g r g p n i c  v a r i a b l e s
simple Regression X i; VS V5: F athers Ed.
5 AO, Q-soudreo : t d t f o r
i t ' ' i t t ' v C;  : C3 ' "36
Ar.d: . ' i j  of  , 3r'dr.c« ' jb^e
-uiT. :oudi ?s ^édo "ouar* F- ' è s t
: ' ' ■  ■ - ; 3  3 " ' 4
: ”. '>L i t-: : s s '  3 c - 4  b = 334-
: t C 3  ; 6 f
N o  ^ l e s i d u d i  S l d t i s i i c â  C o m c i u i e d
Simple Regression Xt: VS Y5: Felher s  Ed.
Bela Coefficient Table
Parameter Value Std, Err,, Std, Value; -Value Probability
jINTEPCEPT 4 00%
1 Slope ^ ■ .006 H)03 - 066 1,927 0543
Confidence Intervals Table
Parameter 95S Lower, 95S Upper. 90S Lower 90S Upper,
MEAN (X.YI 3,404 3.636 3.422 3.617
! SLOPE - o n 104SE-4 -01 -001
DF
Simple Regression X | : V S  Yg; Student espiration
'-tOuiriüJ_____ -̂ 0: ~-̂ ou.V‘eo :M r-ri.,,
' f t -  ; ' 5 7 . " 5  I D - !
: ' j . ' F
Ar,>,. ;? ~K..t
:un' 'f ir  .-..iiijrH • - ' e s t
! ' - i ÿ f  ' - i ' j ; 7 J 5
■ -£ : D t A u  : C
■'"At :6 ■ ■iti ■:€
No R e s i d u a l  3 t a u s t i c s  C o m p u t e d
Simple Regression Xf: VS Y^: Student espiration
Bela Coefficient Table
Parameter. Value Std Err Std Value t-Value Probability
INTEPCEPT 3,917
SLOPE -0 0 6 001 - 157 4 663 1 0001 1
Confidence Intervals Table
c Parameter 95% Lower: 95% Uboer 90% Lower 90% Upper
MEAN tX.y) 3.373 3 47 3 36 3.4625,% SL.OPE * 006 -.003 - 006 - 004
Table 12
G e g r e s s ' c r ,  v r s ,  f. vS
Simple Regression Xi : ASB Yf; JWS
■ ) 9 ' c c t ; c s - : - f
'.f , ur i r c f ■ » b >
; u r : r :u iv " '" . in  r c u a r e '  - '■ is:
z i - 1 - !  : C :
- E :  «L *-4" -  ;■ ' i.<
■ 'iJ s l 'J iJ i l ' . ' U l t i i t  ' . i  ..O IT itiu tt 'J
Simple Regression X i : ASB Y \ : JWS
B e t a  C o e f f i c i e n t  T a b le
Parameter Value Std Err Std Value t-Value Vobability
INTEPCEPT j 103.754
SLOPE 1-089 038 -0 8 2 344 0193
Confidence Intervals Table
Parameter 95 Si LOwer 95 S iJbber. 90S Lower 90S Upper
MEAN iX.Y) 99 313 100 515 99 4! 100 418 1
SLCPE 1-164 -015 - ’5 2 ................ -027 !
S ' T c ' e  - e ç r ç s ^ ' o ^ .  A S B  V r s  j W S  & V S  
Simple Regression X| ; ASB Y2: VS
z j t  *é '*
- " i . , : . :  . i r  i r " î C ' r
/  r J iiéO' ■ > a r  - j u a r e
- : f - ; - 4 : ' : T : v " 4 2 : 4 c  >
i t y : 7 . % ^ :  -  ■
-  " : • - ‘ I "
'.-j ;:.u
P 'jr  ar..Kl,<rr V aiuf
Simple Regression Xi : ASB Y2: VS
Beta r.oetficier'l Table 
Std Err i t d  Value l-vaiue Probability
iN’EP''.£P ' ' 3 3  4 “ I
±021 1-472 15 69 0001
C on fidence  in t e r v a l s  Tab le
P :ir a r n r l e r 95% Lower 95% Upper 90% Lower 90% Upper.
1 MEAN <. vi ! 35 751 6Ô.I4 Ô5 944 187.947
1 ±:,PE 1 - 1 .34 -1 042 -1 316 1 -1 066
î i m c ' e  P .e g re s s 'o n ,  j w S  v r s ,  v5
Simple Regression X i : JWS Y v  VS
; 3-iduared AJ; 3-squared ito  £-ror
f'C ' A r-» ;  q jO i-4  ;c  C44
-r.v . ;'5 ,v' :e '.r.:e
"ean ;ou ire  --'.esi
:  :  -l'N 4 S E ::
r. .
• • •• •"•L . V
•iv -rriJuJ' .■
Simple Regression X i : JWS Y i : VS
Beta Coeff'.C'.er.i Table
Pararrieter - ÎHjfr Std Err . :ld value l-Value Probability
' INTEPCEP: : T: 519
1 1 
1
ISuCPE : .;Ô4 ! CT7 1 037 1.1 .2716
Confidence intervals Table
Parameter 05% Lower 95% Ubber 90% Lower 90% Uboer
1 MEAN i.^.ïl 65.592 63,299 85.81 88.081
1SuOPE - 066 235 -042 21
Table 13
C n e  " 2c : : r  A n c v a ,  O e n c e r  v r ;  A' :  v a r ’ a c l c s
On« Factor ANOVA X | ; Gander Y7; SRS
Arjiv-ij .J , jr'jni*
Source TA •'ir- : ’:.ari>? ■’V i r  :0U ,rs » AÇ'
■ 8^1 j r : u r s  ; ' ..• ’ ^ 7 \ 1 ' • J ’ ' s :
vvx:n:r ; r :L cs  c é v J : : : . - '  J S : 5 Ù 5 C * '
' M' i t  '
“•'O'J?' I ;orrrcn«nt ,ar'.ir - f . "VC" ji'5
One Factor ANOVA X |; Gender Y7: SRS
C r o u p C o u n t ’ Mean S t d  Dev , S t d  E r r o r
Mala |4?9 4-: 547 ^ 206 344
Female . . J - ...........  148 305 7 016 .341
One Factor ANOVA X | : Gender Y7: SRS
Comparison Moan D'ff ►ish?r PLSD S c h f f f *  F - l a s t  D u n n o t M■ r
! 11 881Malt* vs Pfmaif I  -? 758 45' Ml I t z '
• <Significant at 95R
> .ç  "ac^or Anova, SP.S w ’tn C'çrriogracnic v a n a o lo s
One Factor ANOVA X |: Age Y;: SRS
j û u r c e DF
i n d i v s i s o r  f  a n a n o e  
; v m  j o u a r f s
" ic iA  
■'•*.1'' ;OMâr?
j ro u D S J w v :  t ; J c O ■ H : ô e
w ' tn i r .  j ro uD S ■ : 5 7 J ÿ t c ;  ; z : , - f 5 :  = vO ' }>
' . ‘fai : r  ! :  ' t e  T -16’
Model '• -*stirri.ite .v' Pe!<v?en '.-onnoooeoi / a r ' . i r c e  •  J ~  :  > '
One Factor ANOVA X f ; Age V f ; SRS
Oroup Count Mean: 5td. Dev.: Std. Error
A-15 104 46 635 7 664 752
B-16 253 45.783 7 248 456
C-17 236 46 123 •' 747 504
D-18 199 44 005 7 476 ,53
£ -19 or older 70 43 371 3 69 I 039
One Factor ANOVA X | : Age Y i : SRS
Comoarison- Mean D'̂ ’̂ Cijher 0130' Scnef^e F-test Dunnett t
A-15 vs B-16 852 1 •'41
f ' ■
__1 _________ 961
A-15 vs. C-17 512 ! 759 ; 062 571
A-15 vs D-18 2 63 1 808" ! 2 037 2 855
A-15 vs £-19 or older 3 263 2 3 '" ! ' 922 2 773
B-16 vs r-17
:  ................ 1 352 i 061 494
" Sljn if'icant at
One F2c : : r  an o v a .  SkS w t n  O e m o g r a c n ' c  / a n a c ' e e
One Factor ANOVA X \ ; Age V | : SRS
'■.;mDar’50n "lean  D iff :  s n e r  PL:D - - l e ".'v L u n n e i: •,
■ • " > s
/ :  r  . 'C , ' r .1 -%r -  - : • 7-"C :  ^ r
■ • 1 ■- ■ .  . '.'V
,c - - c  ■ :  " 4 " • " r f
0 ” ' v  v t  ? .if .'iiJtr ■::4
* 3'. r5%
- " c / s ,  l ? z  w ':r. v s r ’acles
One Factor ANOVA X | : School Y t : SRS
Ar;jiv=;j X ' Sr 3r:f 'j[,r
■ c ■ ' - r  . - O ' J ^ r r - - ; O ç r
-
■>.. ■
■j “  r 4 : . :  =  ; ; 0 v 4
f
-  V -  ■•  - p -  ' : M T C v r t " t  ,  i r  j n r ?  v c " '
One Factor ANOVA X |: School V p S R S
M e a r S i d .  D e v S t d .  E r r o r
1 4 5  6 S Î :  * ’  " 3 4 3 6 5
'  1 9 ” i  4 4  4 1  b !  6 , 9 7 2 4 9 7
' '  4 4  0 5 7 1 6  " 5 3 0 7 . . . .
• -  : : 4 ^ \
j
4 3  8 7 1 7  2 3 5 1  0 6 7
:  ■ • : : î 4 1 4 5  4 6 . ? , ! "  9 3 1
_  _ . i _ ....................................... ............
4 7 '
_______






: ? 9 9
V û  ^ 2: : : r  :P .:  ,v'".'- C e^ ^ T çrscr': v g r ' o c 95
One Factor ANOVA X1 : School Y t . SRS
■■'car * r : crev- - ' r - J f  •
M-'i .3 : 'f r'5. • ■
. ■ j- • ■ M
: ■ ■ - “ 7 -  •
 ̂a 1 ̂  H M « , C • -. ta ’• /  ̂• '-j ' -*
" ,'7
One Factor ANOVA X; School Y1 : SRS
Come arisen '-’ear. Diff Fisher PLSD Scheffe F-lest; Dunnett t
; F-en?, vs MH:. ' ?59 2 09? 02? I 338
. E t'-H':. vs n-NPhJ, 5 4 7 2 451 038 1 438
; F-BHF VÎ E-iSV?-; ' -  ' 052 ! ?9S 4 4 ? | I 499 .
i &-E'HS vS F-CMH'S ! -2 562 ' 5.32 • 2 154
' 1
\5 u à 2  i
|c-.HF v s  D-SPHF 1 168 2 54 : \T ...  . . . . i ’’ .....................1
*“ .•■ijn’̂ 'ican'. at
One Factor ANOVA X1 ; School V |.  SRS
Comparijon Mean ù'ff Pisner PL SD jcnet'r'r ►-(est ûunnetl t
. C-L": .3 f-PVEC 1 -! 41 11 1 ?95
! ' 
. 1 ■'97
..j....... ... ....... \
! :-.-6 .3 F-:r'Hî 1 - 2  9 2 ; 2 ! - 1 4 9 ; 1 :■ 73
D -N C w :  c . D v c r 1 .  I r q , ) :  ?79 ? 4 9 ........J
; Î.— vS F - ’i ' lH ' j 1 ''.-'a :  4 6 6 ' ; 225 i :  - . 7 5
\ ■ X
t v3  MM'* t 4 1 4 ' 979
1 1 
; ;  O y 6
. J
■:i5r,!t':;ar,'. V.
'• M - 5 r ' T  A r r  . 3  • « '  , ,  » r  l ir." ■T ■ar r  ■ " / a r t s r . a c- * 4̂ * « # / *4 # ^ ^  ** • W * *  WW * H r «
One Fictor ANOVA X i ; Mother s Ed. Y | : SRS
•iriii/ji'j'jr v.jr ji‘.> .iC'.r
' * . r  - ' .Tur f
•. '  A y r  :>■ a  ; : - r _  ' T"
. s ' T  '  ; : c . . : : C
■ • i =- : r T - r '
' V i r >  " Of ̂  A AT, . ■ ' • ' T " : / j r  . irc^ » :  ■ -
One Factor ANOVA X |; Mother's Ed Y |: SRS
C - r - j u c C î u n l M e a n S U  Dev S l j .  E^ror
A -  j u n i o r  h i g h | 3 5 ‘14 165 j 7 '369 8 6 7
6 - j u n i o r  h i q h 153 4 5  4 7 : i  7 9 4 6 1 0 9 2
C - '  h i g h  s c h o o l I : o 6 4 5  801 {7  7 2 4 5 3 8
D - i i i j n  s c h o o l ! i n 45  ÿ8E, I  7 0 6 3 4 8 8
E-vOC.JtiOhOl 1 l e : 45  8 4  '................. ! - 169. . . i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - 5 3 3





S t d  Dfv S t d  E r ro r -
" r a  " . l, S  ,v ' ^ '  .ar-- ‘ r  ' ‘ i f  ' ' .SC• ' •  «*, ÎT - . 1  »*i  -*W « ' ,4 I viw « «
One Fictor ANOVA X i : Mother s  Fd. Y| SRS
_:iTC ar'Son "ear - fi' ~
, M - urk 1'
, A- ■ijr.,'.' — 1 ' .̂ '■*■ --=r
, A“ _UI.li.if û-nigr i ’ 9_ ' — ■ -
' A- •ijfM.'r C — ,yA,"  ̂» » 1 .  ' ATY ‘ ’ -AC “.r-1 • "c;
r - jji'iiur . j r-Mt*.ue : -1 9 3  ? ,3  ' 3 * 3 -AA
•  i i a n i n c a n i  a t  ÿ S S
One Factor ANOVA X | : Mother's Ed Y |  ; SRS
C o m p a r i s o n . Moan ^ I ' f Fisher OLSD •;-:heî'f? F-.ost 2unnett I
1  I  
1 S - j u n i o r  h i g h  v s  C -  '  h i g h  . }  -  3 2 ' 9 3  3 0 3
—..r . . . . . . . -—■■■ ' ■ ■■
!  0 1 6 1  3 8 1
'  1  
1 6 - j u n i o r  h i g h  v s  D - h i g h  s  . j i  « 4 Ô 6 3  3 9 8 j  3 3 3 1  1  3 6 9
j B - i u h i p r  . h i g h  v s  E-vocat i  - 3 6 9 2  3 5 4 ! 0 1 ' 9 .............:
j 1 
i B - j i i n i o r  h i g h  v s  F - u n i v e  i  - 1  6 3 3 ' 3  4 5 1 '  3 4 3 ... 1  ’  .................
j 3 -  h i g h  i c  . ' 5  D - h i g h  5  1 5 1 5 ) 465" 1  • : ? 4 *  3  4 3 3
* i i g n i f i c a n l  at  9F
On# Factor ANOVA X | ; Mother s  Ed. Y | : SRS
Comparison ■
.....
Mean Dif F'Sher ^L';.D J,;-.?!'*'* --test '>;rr,ett 1
C-': high sc vs E-vocati -0 4
' i *
t 'V»' ' OS’ ’
C“ - high s c .. vs. F-unive... -1.303 1 69? i 455 ! 1 509 1
D-high school vs E-vocat “ 1 855
1 1 
|C |T *  : ! 1 SA 1 / 407 1
........ i .................  J
D-high school vs F-unive. -3 116 1 6 6 8 ' 13 63" 13 636 I
E-vocational vs F-ymver 26.?-----------
1 ! 1 
1 - > 7 ' ?  1 J l ' j A  1 1 4 2 f t  1
. ' ...............-............- 1
* «.Significant at 9Sf5
r e  ■ Y /.'’' A::v3, :P': ' 'eT cc '^cn ':  / r ' s o - e s
One Factor ANOVA X,; Father's Ed. Y, SRS
. U'î rCé idtUr
.•'.iijrT? ',jf y." •■J'.ar*; "'rar rcuar* --r««f
fn'w-r:' ;r M": ■’ .<r ;■ ,3 .'.'4
A"."''' ,ir.'.'.o.= ;Cc - V  ̂ rr
, *v'.i’ ir.- ■ >.c' 46' ...............
f''o«3»' r  cie'.w-An ■.•-•imcione'’'! /.iryrc* « ■. ‘Jj
One Factor ANOVA X | : Father's Fd Y ; ; SRS
O r o u D . C  O ' j n t M e a n S t d .  D e v . . S t d .  E r r o r
A - '  j u n i o r  h i g h 1  a n  v - * > !  4 3  9 7 3 8  3 J 9 6 2 1
e - j u n i o r  M i o i ' i 6 6 j  4 3  9 5 6 7  2 5 ! 8 7 9
C - '  h i g h  s c h o o l 1 7 3 1 4 5  i : 7 ’  . 3 4 3 5 5 8
D - h i g r i  s c h o o l 1 3 7 !  4 5 . 6 9 3 7  4 4 4 6 3 6
E - v o c a t i o n a l 1 6 3 1 4 6  ! 5 3 0 ’ 3 5 5 4
One Factor ANOVA X, : Father's Ed Y | ; SRS
vroUD Count' 
!  i ? 9
Mean 
4 6  9 6  J




jnf -ipova. v^r ' a r^f s
One Factor ANOVA X | ; Father's Ed. Y , : S R S
t;n*ic.ar:3cr, '"'ear. ai'"' - .11 r'.; :
1 A -' ;uiiiur ri r-jijivi,!' ■ V.U '  r, * T  “  ̂. r
A- .r .... • . - ! • J'l J', : ■ y
1 M - j'j> 'S jr ; - ■ ' •
' A - - /« ' fc. * r • ; ’ JO.
1
i A - F-iji'iive i "t «0% ! : c : f  • ' :
• ■•.igr.iMoani at ''S%
One Factor ANOVA X |: Father s Fd. Y | ; SRS
C v r n c a r i : j r . M e a r .  D i f f . P ‘ 5 h o r  i ^ t S D 3 : t , e f r o  c - t e s t C j n n s t t  '
C -  ■  h i g h j - ’ 17!
1
j :  w ^ 2 3 - I  I  0 7 4
1
1
i  j u n i o r  h i û h  v s O - h i g n  s 1-1 736
1 | : " : 9i




1 6 - j u n i o r r i i j n  . 3 E-voc.1t 1 - 2  ' 9 7 1 : 1 6 9 "
i
f.




1 6 - i u m o rL •... . - h i  o r  v s r - i j n i v O
!
j  - 3  0 0 6 i : 2 i 3 *
1




1C- ' ho;''! SO VÎ D-high - 1 - 566 ..........
0 8 4
«
—  —̂ 
1
iigriifiuint at 95?î
One Factor ANOVA X t ; Father's Ed. Y | : SRS
Conioarisofi: Moan Diff F'Shor &l3D 3cho'»o P-tos! D'j''net! t
i
high $i; vs E- vocati - '  026
1 
1 \ ! 2 7 4 i
C- high s c . vs F-uhive . -1 6.37 ; 1 7v4* 6 % |2 l i e 11. J
f)-high school vs E-vocat -4 6 j 1 734 054 5 2 '  i




I E-vocat tonal vs P-umvor - e n i 1 72'?-J- ............... i 17...... i______ __ 922
•  'i ljrifi 'tar.l at  9 5 ^
O n e  r r , i ‘y  5 P . 5  w t o  O e m c ^ a c h i c  v a ^ ' a c ’ e s
One F ictor ANOVA X |: Student isp ir it lo n  Y ; : SRS
•in jiv s is  Of v jr ijn c i!  ; 3Pie
" c o r e *  D P " ' j r - '  î u u a r - j s '  " f a r  ; 0 ' j a ' ' “ P-tesi
:  OfOuDS ! 4 0 3 7 ' : 4 5 ■ 2 4  - t o
r o o c î  ,  : 5 c ,  4 6 6 : 5  c g : 5 4  - 4 : £ 1  « i  C ' C  '
- 0 1 3 '  ,  6 5  ■ .5066 : 4 6  :
I'kiOfi II of' ciffwfer, oorooonent vananc* - 430 526
One F ictor ANOVA Xf; Student la p ir it io n  Y |; SRS
Group. Count. Mean: 5td Dev, Std. Error.
A-quit h s./joti 15 39 4 8 7 2.246
P*h s/job 9? 41 ??7 6 596 723
0-n.s /vocalicrnal 286 43 892 7.405 436
D-h s /university 476 47 16 7 437 341
One F ictor ANOVA X | ; Student asp ir ition  Y | : SRS
Comoarison: Mea" Dip'' ■ F'Sher C>LSD' Scheffe P-test Dunnett t'
A-quith? V? B-hs/job -1 937 4 06 292 937
A-quil h . s ... vs C-h.s /v -4 492 •3 632* 1765 12 301
A-quit h s vs D-h s /u -7 76 3 795* 5 371 " 4 014
B-h s/job vs C-h s/voo -2 555 1 603* 2 58 2 782





* Significant at 95%
" i r ù  ' C^  C , , - - m r  j p r . v .  T i r r  ' '  v r i r ‘ T p ' , 3 ' '
One Ficlor ANOVA X f . Sludenl i s p in l io n  Y;: SRS
. o r , c a r  s o n  : 1 e a n  . - u f .  - l i r . e r - " . i î . '  ' . . • . l e r e  i - ' - ' . e s i  j i j n r - : ' . - ,I------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------- ---------------------------- - -----------------------------------------
: .c..: .î J i-'J :e~ . ■ >i ' v  ^
* n  9 5 ’i
T - ‘rçrT-iE'on, 5P.5 win [frvgrgcr'c variables 
Simple Regression X | ; SRS Y | : Sender
: ______________^-5Qu<i'éü______ a :- E' I\,r
""5________  ' J'__________ v
A-.i . . y  trcr " iC r
. '  run- ,vV..ir-5
t ’ÜO' At&r V
Simple Regression X t ; SRS Y ; ; Sender
beta Coefficient Table 
îio  Err btJ Value t-value Propability
'E»'" I
vjy^. ± 1M - il 5-îi I  O v Q I
Confidence internals Table
r v  Sf.'iete'' y h \  LOwer 95% Ucoer 90% Lower 90% Upper
.l-'Ea', ■ ' , ' ; ! 1 4c 1.5:2 1 1 465 1 1.517
! ElCPE _._.Lv4. , . . .  J .029 ! 021 1.025 .. ...
■fiP'T'e Peeress ' :^ ,  SkS Denicgrspnic V 3nac !es
S i m p l e  R e g r e s s i o n  % i : S R S  Y 2 '  ^ 9 *
3F P. " - e C L j r f ü  AJ; ^-^'juvVeO ; : o  t ' —'.T
f t : C ' Ç  : O ' j
A ' 3 , v 3 i e  ■:•!' ■ j ! ' \ i n c e  " am e
•Our.;e > ' xiiv rou.ves ~V.»n rdujre
-cC '^ t  ; . : i C N Ic c : J  I c c c  J  :  : . : c
: : i . A . i t : ' • • ' J  ;■■; ' • -- .'.''vA
■ :>: • ' ' I ÔC " I :  i i
NoSèSiüudi jWt'Jücâ :('T,puteü
Simple Regression Xt; SRS i 2 ' Age
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter Value Std Err Std value t-Value, Probability
1NTEP.CEPT 3.ÔÔ1 1
Slope - 018 005 ! -121 3 5o6 0004
Confidence Intervals Table
MEAN (A.y) 2 752 2 935 2.795 2 922
SLtOPE -0 2 8 -008 - 026 -.01
: me le :fcre::'cr, 5-': .r^ yzrx̂ ''z vanac ês
Simple Regression Xj: SRS Y3: School
y P-rOuaceC P-;P^jr?C ilO • jr
' y  ' ' 'CO■ .. w .-..sc 1 -T-
A- i.:'. .V . r c -  ■.ir'A
■ - >■ ; vi'. i au.l 'ri  'r.ti ;Uuat r - - 'e e ;
:E .'PE ■ ; n • ^ m mÊ ' ^ , "Tr
. y  : r .- -vC '54
- I f : 5 ; :  ' _ L —  J
No Re-jiOuii ilJliil.c  j CompuléO
Simple Regression Xi ; SRS Y3: School
Parameter Value
beta Coefficient Table 
Std Err Std Value t-ValueT Probabililv
I N T E R C E P T  _ _ _ _ 1 3  0 3 3
i~C53I Qj 000 :  603 0094
Confidence Intervals Table
Param eter 95 f. Lower 95% Uboer 90% Lower 90% Upper
MEAN iX.Y) i :S 2 r 4.Û5Ô 3Ô45 4 039
Sl')PE
1
I 005 .035 007 i .033
S im o l?  P e c r e s s : c n ,  SRS w i t n  D e m c c r g p n i c  v a n a c l e s
OF
Simple Regression %\ : SRS Y^: Mother's Ed
" - i C u j r e d ________ *^0; ,ir
075 ' \',r -it
:Cur::)
iralvj:- >*' V ir'j-rj "if;*




Simple R egression X i; SRS Y4: Mother's Ed.
beta Coefficient Table
Parameter. value Sid. Err . Std value t-Value Probability
INTERCEPT 3.192 1 11
SLOPE 014 i .006 075 221.3 0272
Confidence Intervals Table
Parameter: 95% Lower 95% Uooer 90% Lower 90% Upoer
MEAN (X.Y) 3746 3 941 '3.761 3 925
SLOPE .002 .027 ! 004 025
f ^ e g r e s s ' o n ,  5 R 5  D e r r c g r a c h i c  v a n a D i e s
Simple Regression X): SRS Yg. Father's Ed.
O F : - - i O ' j . } i ' e o A o i  ■ ’ ' ï O u a r e o i l o  E r r o r
l a e ; !  : 3 6
' < 4
. • • ■ • u r - . e O i-'
A . - . a i ' . j ' . s  - J  a r ' i r . ,  
: u m  z c u a r e s
; e
i o u a r e '■-'.031
•  - i c  - J  : ■ 6
__
■ : : _  i p  =  - J W  ■
•
No KéiriOudi ; vOiTiputeO
Simple Regression X |:  SRS Yg: Father's Ed.
Bela Coefficient Table
Parameter Value Std. Err.. Std. Value. t-Value Probability
1 INTERCEPT 2.117
1 SLOPE 031 .008 .130 4037 0001
Parameter
Confidence Intervals Table 
95? Lower 95? Upper 90? Lower. 90? Upper.
MEAN iX.Y) 3.404 3.635 13 423 13 616
SLOPE 016 .046 i 018 1.044
z ar>p • r  ^ . 'i r 'n n ip c
«* *# 4 -r vi  % w %f ' %  ̂ * I ^  ^  * *  * I ' ^  W ' V » l <  ft4 h> ' ' w f w 4 t #W ^  m m
Simple Regression X%: SRS Yg; Student aspiration
___________ : _________________ - - T ^ u J r e u ________ •>■:• . r  - :  .-t.i E "  ,ir
i."!.): . ; :. 0'' . j r ' . i n c f  ".K'.r
run-' ■•Qi.ijr̂ '; 'V.k :jujrf --'eç;
:C' :c , c
■ c ?
Nu"f-:Oud': :U'.: i .n'l'uleC
Simple Regression Xi : SRS Y&: Student aspiration
beta Coefficient Table
Pararne'.er value old Err.. Sid value. l-Value Probability
I iNTESCEf T ! l l )%
1 C2"̂ 003 1 281 8 Sol 0001
Confidence Intervals Table
P a r a r r e i e r ■ i S * !  L o w e r 9 5 %  U D o e r 9 0 %  L o w e r 9 0 %  U p p e r .
; ' - I E a S  ; i  3 . 3 7 4 1 3  4 6 8 3  3 8 1 .  1 3 . 4 6 L .  _
i  S L O P E 1  0 1 ! 1 . 0 3 3 . 0 2 2 f  0 3 2
Table 14
i r c î e  2 a Q r 9 S : ! c n ,  A ' t n  j W S ,  A B 5 .  V '
Simple Regression X t : SRS V ] ; JWS
' : 6  • 1 0 8 3 :0 7
,, -M 
0 0 6  ̂ !  083
Ar.i: ,'Sis -.V ' / . v ’jr ce '.ic-e
r.u’icce :'F ;ur'. -"joares V a r  jüuare F - ie î t
: OC . -  :C'j ■ i O ' t
Ùl Au e t c :9 J C 0  -J ? ;'0 • c = :.*J4
:6 '
No hfO -iiJuji vOrntiuléO
Simple Regression X | : SRS Y |  : JWS
Beta Coefficient Table
jgrameter. Value Std. Err.. Std. Value. t-value Probability.
INTERCEPT 95.473
SLOPE .098 .04 083 2.453 .0144
Parameter
Confidence Intervals Table 
95S» Lower: Çi5S Uooer. 40% Lower 90% Upper
MEAN (X,Vj 99.314 100.515 99,41 100.418
SL'.PE 02 .176 032 .164
î i m c ' e  R e g r e s s i o n ,  5 P 5  w i t n j w s ,  A0S,  V5
Simple Repression X| : SRS Y2: ASB
Zf R. R-souareo aoi R -jou reo
;s6 i 1.562 : 316 ■ 6 f ;6
-"■al.5'3 .V' .'ar-.i’-'ce ' i n ’.e
'Oijrce OF Oom iüuares lean .-ouare
'.£C>t:;iON • T  :7T "C • • *77 1 ■—••«■«JO»' :6 :
;E:"CVAL . CÔV O'O 3 0 '  '.I 1
' 'OTA. ' Oi- • . uV . ccTv: -
No P e s ia o d !  .'oiVii'uioci
Simple Regression X |: SRS Y2: ASB
Beta Coefficient Taoie
Parameter. Value: Std. Err.: Std. value i-value ^robabililv
INTERCEPT 16.561
5LÔPE .588 029 ,562 19 946 0001
Confidence Intervals Table
Parameter. 95% lower 95% Uooer. 90% Lower. 90% Uooer
MEAN (X.Y) 42.801 43.688 j 42.873 43.617
SLOPE 53 646 i5 4 L.Ô37 _ j
S i r r o ’e R e g r e s s i o n ,  SP5 ' / /’ th  JW 5,  ABS, VS
Simple Regression X |; SRS Y3: VS
Of P . P - ï O u a i ' é o A d i  P ' - j O L J r e d : . t d  E r r o r
I s 6 : !  A ( 9 :  :  ^ !  '  -  3 5 5
A n a l y s i s  o f  V a r i a n c e " a b l e
O f j u m  i o u a r e s . M e a n  i o u a r e F - t e s t
^  m « — f  * "  ■•4
n t ' O h t ; : . v N ] ; i  7 - 6 9 5  9 0 4 1 7 7 6 5 5  5 0 4 1 : 4 2  7 5 5
■ - r ; . : 6 y i  2 ~ Z 0 2 ~  5 3 3 i 3 : c o 3 : •  p  »  0 0 0  '
• : '  - 5 : 9 ' : :  4 3 7 1
Nü P . é i i j ua i  S t J i i s t i c s  Corriputeo
Simple Regression X t : SRS Y3: VS
Beta Coefficient Table
Parameter Value Std. Err.: Std. Value: t-value. Probability:
INTERCEPT 143.135
SLOPE -1.23B 079 -.469 15582 1.0001
Confidence Intervals Table
Parameter 95% Lower: 95% Upper. 90% Lower: 90% Upper:
MEAN (X.Y) 35.749 88,142 35.942 87.949
SLOPE -1.394 -1.082 -1,369 -1.108
Table 15
S t e p w i s e  R e g r e s s i o n ,  5R5 w i t h  M l  V a r i a b l e s
S tepw ise Regression Y i :SRS 9 X v iriifa les
Summary information
i F 10 Enter <4
F to S'emova 3
N u r r x e r  iteps ■ u
. ■ . i c  a t ' f i ' i  E n t e r e d
,  ar'dc!;: F;r:eo .5
No PesiOual Statistics Comouteo
Stepw ise R egression Y | :SRS 9 X v sr lo b le s . 
STEP NO. I VARIABLE ENTERED: Xg: ASB
p.: P-SQuared; Adi. R-sauared; Sid. Error:
562 1 316 316 6 346
Analysis of Variance Table
Source DF; Sum Squares: Mean Square; F-test:
REGRESSION 1 16024.87 16024.87 397.862
PES'DUAl 960 34639 593 40 277
TOTAL 96) 50663.463
STEP NO. I S tepw ise Regression Y |  :SRS 9 X v ir ia b le s
Variables in Equation
Parameter Value. Std. Err , Std. Value: • to Remove.
INTERCEPT 22.114
ASB 538 .027 :62 _J 597 862
Variables Nol in Equalion




Mother's Ed. 018 .26?
Father s Ed 0^4 7.651
5 t e o w : s e  R e g r e s s i o n .  SP S  w t n  A! '  v a n a c ’e s
STEP NO. 1 S tepw ise Regression V t SRS 9 X variables
«if-aC’r: No: 
-aram e'fr :'.ir '.or’- - '0
•tuoent jscirat i J- 5Ô5
. . ' S
'■/E : - : 5
Stepw ise Regression Y | :SRS 9 X variables 
STEP NO. 2 VARIABLE ENTERED: Xa: VS
________ K-squared. Adi P.-squared Std. Error.
m U L 365 6 097
Analysis cr' variance Table
Source DF Sum Squares Mean Square F-test
REGRESSION 2 1873409: 9367 046 252 003
oesidual 859 319:9 37 37 17
TOTAL 861 50663 463
STEP NO. 2 S tepw ise R egression Y|:SRS 9 X variables
Variables m Equation
Parameter: Value: Std Err std Va:jf F to Pemc./e
intercept 35.87 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i
v s -0 9 9 O ': - 262 J 72 ÇIÇ7
ASB .42 0 :9 439 1203 932
Variables Net in Equatien
•arameter: )ar Corr F to Enter
Gender 129 114 465 1
Age -.083 15^2 ’
Schoo! 126 ; 13 756 :
Met he'' 3 E.1 024 1 4 9 ^  i
Stecw if regrfSSîcn, SRS wti  ̂ ' / r ’2C>es
STEP NO 2 Stepw ise Regression Y ( SRS 9 X varieb les
/ariables Not in Equation
-aram e'fr -.ir . j r r  -
ratners cc O'il '  -i-Z
ituueril jsoi!’a t . : o : 3c 3:5
, ''6: k  v'̂ C'
Stepw ise Regression Y | SRS 9 X variables 
STEP NO. 3 VARIABLE ENTERED: X^: Student aspiration
R;_____________R-squared. Adi. P.-SQuareci Std. Error.
.629 395 ! 393 5 975
Analysis of Variance Table
Source DF: Sum Squares Mean Square F-test:
REGRESSION 3 20030 746 6676,915 137.016
RESIDUAL 858 30632 717 35 702
TOTAL 861 50663 463
STEP NO. 3 S tepw ise Regression Y , :SRS 9 X
VanaCies m Equation
Parameter Value Std Err Std Value  ̂ to Remove
INTERCEPT 30.574 1i
Student aspirat.. 1 704 283 1 16? 36 319
VS -0 9 4 O i l 1-248 67 454
ASB 396 029 1 4 1 4 186 193
Var
Parameter
latiles Not in Equation 
)ar Corr F to Enter
Gender ,136 ! 16.077
Age -0 3 3 1 9 4 3
School 125 : - :6 5 ?
Etec'-v' ;-? 2 e g r e s s ! : n ,  5=5  ■•v't'' ^ ' V a r - a c ’es
STEP NO 3 S tepw ise Regression Y f SRS 9 % v ir iib ie s
v a r M C i e i  r  E z u a t  : r .
^ s r a m e t e * ' - j r  \  ) r r  »
■ • ’ c t r . e r  Ï  E j -  ; 3  • - 9
'  i \ 7 -  ’  ‘ “ t
, ‘ a ' ; :  : :  J Q
Stepw ise R egression Y | :SRS 9 X variables 
STEP NO. 4 VARIABLE ENTERED: X7: JWS
P P.-SQuared: Adi, R-souared. Std. Error,
1 641 411 ( 409 5 899
Analysis of variance Table
Source DF Sum Squares Mean Square F-test
REGRESSION 4 20836 4 5209 1 149 669
OESIO'JAL 657 29827 062 34 604
total 861 50663 463
STEP NO. 4 S tep w ise Regression Y t SRS 9 X variables
Variables in Equation
Parameter: Value Std Err Std Value F to Remove
INTERCEPT 19.457
Student aspirat.. 1 683 279 161 36 354
JWS 108 022 127 23 148
VS -.094 Oil -2 4 8 69 262
ASB .406 .029 ,425 199 652
Variables Not in Equation 
Parameter Par, Corr, F to Enter,
Sender 129 14417
Age -.031 812
R e g r e s s i o n ,  5 P 5  ' s r - a c i A s
STEP NO. 4 S tepw ise Regression Yi SRS 9 X veriables
' j r  a b l e -  S c '
- j r . j n p t e ' '  - a r  . ’ o r f
. :  .‘"viOi !  '  3 ■ r -/0
£ a '  0 0 :
Stepw ise Regression Y | :SRS 9 X varieb les 
STEP NO. 5 VARIABLE ENTERED : X |  : Bender
_________ P-?guared. Adi. P-squared. Std. Error.
! 649 421 416 5 854
Analysis of variance Table
-ource DF Sum Squares Mean Square F-test:
' :£;PESS'ON 5 21330.437 4266,087 124.493
1 C'E':iD'jAL 956 29733 026 34 269
i TOTAL 961 50663 463 i
STEP NO 5 Stepw ise Regression V t SRS 9 X voi
Variables in Equation
Paran-ieter Value Std Err Std Value
’iflblos
'  to Remove
1'N^EPrEDT 17.044
j Gender 1 719 453 112 14417
1 Student asoirat, 1 70S 277 164 37 879
' ..wî 103 022 121 21 467
. y : _________ -0 5 4 01: -2 2 ! 52.76
l i s e 373 03 '3 9 155 62
Variables Not in Ewtior, 
Parameter  Par Corr FtoEnter
; A# - . 0 3 3
S t e c w i s e  R e g r e s s i o n .  5R5 w i t n  All V a n a D l e s
STEP NO. 5 Stepw ise Regression VI :SRS 9 X variables
/ar'dC ies Not in -quat'cr
: arameter  Fjr Cor» ‘ 'Ci Ente»
' *2 ’0 63
- 0 : 3 4 3 4  1
' -à'jT'ir : :3 •.c- . :  3 2 7  ;
S tepw ise Regression Y |  SRS 9 X variables 
(Last Step) STEP NO. 6  VARIABLE ENTERED: X3: School
R.
654 428 424 5.821
Analysis of Variance Table
Source DF Sum Squares: Mean Square F-lest
REGRESSION 6 21697.327 3616 221 106 741
PESlOiJAL 855 28966 136 33 879
TOTAL 86) 50663 463
STEP NO. 6  S tep w ise Regression Y1 :SRS 9 X varieb les
Variables inEouation
Parameter Value: Std. Err ■ Std Value F to Remove
INTERCEPT 16.606
Gender 1 699 45 111 14 246
School .378 .115 086 10 83
Student asoirat.. 1.693 .276 162 37 775
JWS .097 .022 .113 18.886
VS -.082 Oil -215 50 464
ASB .379 .03 396 162,225
5 t ç D w ' s e  ^ e g r e s s i o n .  5R5 ‘M t r  ' / a r c a d e s
STEP NO. 6 Stepw ise Regression Y | :SRS 9 X variables
' a r i j c i e s  N ù t  n  c j L J i . j r i
S j r j m e c e r - . i r  ' » T "  '  ; ' t e r
1 . , • , 7  1 1
ç  E ' j .  ,'1 t Ç 1(-.C
M i n e r s  c ' J .■•e: r. : ô3
